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ABSTRACT 

An abstract of the thesis by Jillian Ji-fen Tsai for a Master of Arts in Teaching English 

to Speakers of Other Languages, presented July 9, 1997. 

Title: Teaching Phonetic-ideograph Rules to English Speaking Students of Chinese. 

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the teaching of phonetic

ideograph rules would improve the memorization and character retention abilities of 

English-speaking students of Chinese. 

Two groups participated in the experiment, an experimental group and a control 

group. The experimental group was taught using the Concentrated Character 

Recognition Method, which employs the teaching of phonetic-ideograph rules, while 

the other group was taught using a more traditional teaching approach, without 

receiving instruction on phonetic-ideographic rules. 

Subjects were enrolled in the first-year university Chinese class. All subjects 

were pre-tested before the treatment. Data of subjects who scored much higher than the 

others on the pre-test were excluded from the analysis. The number of subjects who 

participated in the study was 30. One group of native speakers of Mandarin Chinese 

also participated in the rare character test of the study. A short-term character recall test 

was held on the sixth week of the treatment. A long-term character recall test was held 



on the ninth week of the treatment. One rare-character test was given to both groups 

and to the group of native speakers. 

The experimental group performed better than the control group on both the 

short-term character recall test and the long-term character recall test. Moreover, the 

experimental group predicted pronunciation more accurately than the control group on 

the rare-character test, and their performance was closer to the level of the group of 

native speakers than the control group. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background of the Problem 

Identifying and then producing the pronunciation of Chinese characters is a 

difficult task for English-speaking students of Chinese. Because present teaching 

methods do not teach characters according to their phonetic stems, students must 

struggle to learn and memorize an overwhelming number of phonetically unrelated 

characters. When reading a given character, students are left to rely solely on their 

ability to remember the pronunciation of that character without the aid of any visual 

clues. This results in not only a slow rate of vocabulary acquisition but also a low rate 

of vocabulary recall. For example, by the end of the first year, many students are 

frustrated by their slow rate of vocabulary acquisition and by the increasing amount of 

time and effort spent on remembering the growing number of characters they are 

learning. What is needed to solve this problem is a method that teaches students not 

only how to memorize characters quickly but also how to recall their pronunciation 

consistently. The purpose of this study is to show that the Concentrated Character 

Recognition Method (CCRM) for teaching Chinese characters improves the speed and 

efficiency of students' vocabulary acquisition while also improving their ability to recall 

(and guess) character pronunciation. To this end, the vocabulary acquisition rates of 



2 
first-year students being taught by traditional character teaching methods was compared 

to those of students being taught by the Concentrated Character Recognition Method. 

Another reason English-speaking students have difficulty learning to read 

Chinese is found in a fundamental difference between written English and Chinese. 

Languages are generally grouped into two categories: logographic and alphabetic 

(Fromkin & Rodman, 1988). Alphabetic languages, such as English, use combinations 

of letters (graphemes) to form words. The words are pronounced according to 

grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules (Tzeng & Singer, 1981 ). This means that a 

word in an alphabetic language can be pronounced simply by reading a series of 

graphemes. Once one has memorized the various grapheme-phoneme correspondence 

rules of the English language, nearly any word can be pronounced even if it has not 

been learned or memorized. 

Chinese, on the other hand, is a monosyllabic language. Each Chinese character 

contains one or no consonant, and a vowel. The pronunciation of a Chinese character 

cannot be determined merely by reading a combination of phonetic symbols ( Tzeng & 

Singer, 1981). For example, the Chinese character *is a combination of two 

elements: the semantic element, ~ [ cd o] and the phonetic element, 1;- [guv] which 

suggests the pronunciation. The element 1;- is named phonetic stem because it 

functions as a sound-based element which suggests the pronuncaition of the character 

-1}, and nothing else. The pronunciation of -1} is not a combination of [ cav o] and 

[guv ], but is instead pronounced [ k uv ]. This discrepancy between the phonetic 



element of a character and its actual pronunciation contributes significantly to the 

difficulties English-speaking students experience in learning to read Chinese. 

3 

Phonetic-ideographic characters--characters that contain phonological hints-

account for more than 90% of Chinese characters. Moreover, approximately 26% have 

a pronunciation identical to their phonetic stem. This means that the pronunciation of 

most characters is at least suggested by the phonetic element, while the pronunciation 

of others is directly related to the phonetic element. Take the character [sha] ~:J·, for 

example. ~J is comprised of both a semantic element, Jj(. [shuiv ], and a phonetic 

element, •}l [shaov ]. This phonetic element provides a hint at what the pronunciation 

of the character might be. In whatever character this phonetic element appears, the 

pronunciation will probably be either sha or cao. Therefore, the phonetic element 

narrows the pronunciation of the character down to two possibilities. Similarly, in 

English, the letter a may be pronounced as [E, e, a, ce]. In order to know which 

pronunciation to use within different contexts one must first learn the grapheme

phoneme correspondence rules for the letter a. This is also true with Chinese 

characters. Students who have learned the various phonetic elements will be able to 

narrow down the pronunciation possibilities of a character they have not learned by 

applying the phonological generalizationss they have been taught. 

The fundamental difference between the Concentrated Character Recognition 

Method and traditional teaching methods lies in the teaching of phonetic elements. It is 

this inclusion of phonetic stems in the teaching of Chinese vocabulary that significantly 



aids students in their ability to memorize, pronounce, and recall Chinese characters, 

which, in turn, increases their rate of vocabulary acquisition. 

Rationales and Need for the Study 

4 

In this section the traditional teaching method will be compared with the 

Concentrated Character Recognition Method (CCRM) in order to illuminate the 

improvements CCRM could make in teaching Chinese characters. The rationale for 

this study will then be discussed. 

The two approaches to teaching Chinese are the Fen-San Method and the 

Concentrated Character Recognition Method (Ye,1990). The traditional Fen-San 

Method introduces students to characters based on content. That is, the order in which 

characters are taught is based on their meaning alone, not in terms of their shape, sound, 

and meaning as a whole. The CCRM method, on the other hand, teaches characters in 

groups according to their shape, sound, and meaning. Instead of memorizing a group of 

characters unrelated in shape and sound, students memorize groups of characters that 

are related in appearance and sound. In this way it is easier for students to recognize the 

phonetic relationships between characters. 

CCRM, as opposed to the traditional method, is an approach designed to teach 

characters based on the relations between characters. The following is an example of 

how characters are taught using the CCRM approach. 

The pronunciation of the character 1f!. (da · n) is given to students, and the 
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meaning is provided. Several words containing jf.. such as AA jf.. , jf..A.., and jf..~lj 

are then introduced to students. When students are familiar with the character jf.. , 

characters that contain jf.. as the phonetic stem are taught. These characters are S'ff 

(da'n), # (dav n), .. (dd n), and "fS(da n). 5f¥. means bullet, and thus has the radical 

ij; # means to dust, and thus has the radical f-; .. is a small basket, and thus 

has the radical . .ft; "fS is the name of a place and, therefore, has the radical E.i . 

Because srf (da'n), and # (dav n), characters that contain the same phonetic element, 

are taught along with jf.. (da· n), it is then easier for students to recognize the 

pronunciation. By learning one stem, jf.., many other characters can be learned all 

together on the basis of the phonetic relationship between the characters. 

The Concentrated Character Recognition Method was first experimented with 

in Mainland China in 1958 (Mae, 1983). Much research was done on this method, and 

it showed significant success. In experiments conducted in an elementary school in 

Zhang-Zhou, Mainland China, first grade students taught by CCRM learned 1,345 

Chinese characters in a year. Taught by the same method, second grade students in 

another experiment carried out in Jing-Shun elementary school learned between 2,200 

and 2,500 Chinese characters (Ye, 1990). Elementary School students in Taiwan and 

Hong Kong who are taught using the traditional Fen-san method are said to know 

between 2,800 and 3,000 Chinese characters by the time they finish sixth grade (Ye, 

1990). Second grade students taught by CCRM learned more than 2,200 characters , a 
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number which approaches the 2,800 characters learned by sixth grade students who 

were taught by the traditional method. Students taught by CCRM obviously have a 

higher vocabulary acquisition rate, compared with students taught by the traditional 

method. 

Considering how many successful cases of using the Concentrated Character 

Recognition Method have been reported, it seems surprising the CCRM method has not 

yet been adopted by more instructors of Chinese. However, it is significant to note that 

the students in these successful cases were learners learning Mandarin Chinese as their 

first language. Will this method also work for students learning Chinese as a second or 

foreign language? Ye (1990) suggests that there might be some problems. 

First, not all Chinese characters are phonetic ideographic characters. 

Secondly, many phonetic-ideographic characters, through the long 

orthographical change, have changed their form and thus lost any phonological hint. 

For example, the current character;{£ (zai') was once written as ,j1. in Small Seal 

Writing (Liang, 1991 ), with the radical .±. 'earth' , and the phonetic stem /,f [ cai' ] . 

The phonetic stem /,f changed and is written as.(, thus having lost any clue as to its 

pronunciation. 

Finally, in order for students to understand the structure of phonetic ideographic 

characters, they also need to learn the 214 radicals. After they learn the radicals they 

can then distinguish the phonetic stem. 

For the above reasons, Ye ( 1990) suspects that more research is needed to see 
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how this method might work with students learning Chinese as a foreign language. If 

first language acquisition is similar to second language acquisition as Krashen indicates 

(1981 ), it would probably be reasonable to assume that this method would be as 

successful with second language learners as it has been with first language learners. 

Therefore, there is a need for a study that compares the traditional teaching method and 

the CCRM method in a Chinese as a Foreign Language ( CFL) environment. 

Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1 

In the short-term test, first-year Chinese students in the experimental group 

exposed to the CCRM method will outperform first-year Chinese students in the control 

group taught by the traditional Fen-San method. For this study, performance will be 

measured by a character recall test. 

Hypothesis 2 

In the long-term test, first-year Chinese students in the experimental group 

exposed to the CCRM method will outperform first-year Chinese students in the control 

group taught by the traditional Fen-San method. For this study, performance will be 

measured by a character recall test. 
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Hypothesis 3 

In the rare-character test, first-year Chinese students in the experimental group 

exposed to the CCRM method will outperform first-year Chinese students in the control 

group taught by the traditional Fen-San method. For this study, performance will be 

measured by a character recognition test. 
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Definition of Terms 

Alphabetic A writing system in which each symbol represents one sound segment. 

CCRM Concentrated Character Recognition Method. 

Fen-San Method A traditional content-based Chinese teaching approach. 

First Language Acquisition Learning one's first language 

Grapheme-phoneme Rules Sound segments that are distinctive, that contrast or 

distinguish words. 

Logographic A word writing system in which each character represents an 

individual word or morpheme. For example, f-. (meal). Longer words may 

be formed by combining two words or morphemes, such as at f-. (dinner), 

a combination of at (evening) and f-. (meal). 

Phonetic-Ideographic Character A character that is a combination of a semantic 

element and a phonetic element. For example, :it (hu n) has a semantic 

element -k (woman), and a phonetic element~ (hu n). 

Phonetic-Ideographic Rules Principles by which honetic stems give hints to 

the pronunciation of characters. Character that follow these rules are 

called phonetic- ideographic characters. 

Phonetic stem A phonological element that gives hints to the pronunciation. 

Pinyin An alphabetic writing system for Chinese utilizing the characters of the 



Roman alphabet. 

Pictograph A form of writing in which the symbols resemble the real objects. 

Radical A semantic element which indicates the meaning of a character. 

Rare Character Characters that are rarely seen in most publication, and not 

commonly used in everyday life. 

Second Language Acquisition Learning one's second language. 

Stroke The smallest unit of a Chinese character. 

10 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This chapter will describe the concepts involved in teaching phonetic-ideograph 

rules as they apply to Chinese characters. The chapter consists of five parts. The first 

part, "Chinese Etymology", traces the development of Chinese characters from their 

pictographic origins to their present, primarily phonetic-ideographic composition. The 

second section, "Phonetic-ideographs", discusses phonetic-ideographs in terms of their 

composite elements--the different types, how the phonetic elements suggest 

pronunciation, and the various positions of radicals and phonetic stems within 

characters. The third section, "Theoretical Support", considers the rationale and theory 

behind the use of phonetic stems in the teaching of Chinese characters. The fourth 

section, "Experimental Evidence", examines previous CCRM experiments performed in 

elementary schools in Mainland China. The fifth section, "Psycholinguistic and 

Cognitive Considerations", discusses some psychological aspects of how languages are 

learned, and examines the theory that Chinese characters are stored in our memory 

according to their phonological relationships. Last, I will discuss the benefits of 

teaching phonetic-ideographic rules to non-native Chinese speakers and the essential 

role they play in effective learning and retention. 
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Chinese Etymology 

The origin of an organized Chinese writing system dates as far back as the 

second millennium BC (Norman, 1988). Throughout this lengthy history the Chinese 

writing system has undergone innumerable changes. Of particular significance to this 

study is the development of phonetic-ideographs. Through time, phonetic-ideographs 

have continually increased to become the most common form of character in the lexicon 

today. This fact suggests that the number of characters containing phonetic stems 

which suggest the pronunciation is increasing. Phonetic-ideograph rules which teaches 

phonetic stems is, therefor, an essential part of Chinese character learning, and should 

be a significant part of character teaching methods. 

In order to effectively describe the development of the phonetic-ideograph, it is 

necessary to begin with a look at the six principles of Chinese characters enumerated in 

the Shuowen Jiezi. This dictionary was the first to organize Chinese characters 

according to the methods by which they were formed. By looking at the Shuowen Jiezi, 

we can see the six fundamental types of characters at the earliest point of their 

differentiation. Having thus described the six basic principles, we can then compare the 

relative frequency of phonetic-ideographs with that of other categories of Chinese 

characters as they developed through history. This will reveal that the characters have 

developed from being largely pictographic to being predominantly phonetic

ideographic. 
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The Six Principles of Chinese Characters: *'* (Liu' Shu") 

In Shuowen Jiezi, the first comprehensive Chinese dictionary, written in 121 

AD, characters are classified into six categories according to their composition. These 

categories are as follows: 

1. Pictographs , ~*3 [xiang xing], are drawings of real objects. According to 

J. Norman (1988), the growing use of writing caused the rounded lines of the primitive 

pictographs to become sharp angled strokes. The character '=5 'bow~ for example, has 

changed slowly from ~) to ~ , and then to '=5 , its current appearance (Downing, 

1973). Most pictographs have by now lost their obvious pictorial quality. 

2. Ideographs, ;f~ :f [zhi shi], are diagrammatic characters that convey a more 

abstract concept: - means one, .:::. means two. J: 'above', has a short horizontal line 

above a longer horizontal line. T'below' has a short line below a longer horizontal line. 

3. Compound ideographs , ~ ~ [hui yi], are formed by putting two or more 

pictographs together to suggest an object or idea. One example is#. 'forest' which is a 

doubling of '*"' 'tree'. Many characters traditionally considered to be compound 

ideographs may actually be phonetic ideographs. Examples are 1.ir [hiin] and 1f 

[ mang] whose pronunciation is suggested by the phonetic stems, ~ [hiin] and -(: 

[wang]. 

4. Phonetic-ideograph compounds , *3 ~ [xing sheng], consist of two 

elements, a semantic element and a phonetic element. ~ [he']' river' is a compound 
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of the radical 1j(. 'water', and the phonetic element, if [ke- ]. 

5. Analogous characters,*' ~.i [zhuan zhu], possibly mean newer characters 

patterned after older characters. The new and old characters share the same meaning 

but do not have the same pronunciation. One example is the newer character * [ye' ] 

and the other character Y:.._ [fu '],both of which originally meant "father" or "male elder" 

(Norman, 1988). * 

6. Loan characters, 1R flt [jiajie], are characters which borrow their sound 

from pictographs or representational graphs. For example, the pictograph, '?R [la' i] 

'wheat', was borrowed to represent the sound for the character 'to come' (Norman, 1988). 

One of the reasons for borrowing characters was to avoid creating novel graphics. Now, 

*- [la' i] has only the borrowed meaning 'to come'. The original meaning of *-as 

wheat is no longer in use. 

Table 1 gives additional examples of each principle. 

* There is such a variety of mutually incompatible interpretations of what zhuan zhu 
means that it is impossible to give definitive examples. The examples provided 
here and in Table 1 may really be cases of phonetic ideograph construction(# 4 ). 
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Table 1 

The Six Principles of Chinese Characters 

Xl n che mu' zhuv a ni' u yuv 

heart car eye claw ox feather 

J: r U!J 8 
xia' ao tu' 

below hollow convex 

Explanation 

xi 'n person (A.) says words (°t) 
trust 

~ 
ji' a hand ( :{) holds meat (}1 ) to 

-k 
zh~ 
grow 

show respect (-if.') 

meaning sound 

* ~ 
mr hu n 

woman 
1j<.. ~Jl 

shuv i hu' 
water 

!k x_ 
huvi we'n 
insect 

Borrowed from 
:;i

lL..Q 

cl.d 
-k 
ch~ 
long 
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In his book, Hanzi Shihua, ~~ tJf, Li Xiao Ding (cited in Ye, 1990), groups 

the six principles of Chinese characters into three larger categories: characters 

representing objects (pictographs), characters representing concepts (ideographs and 

compound ideographs), and characters representing sounds (loan characters, analogous 

characters, and phonetic-ideographs), as shown in Table 2. These three categories 

correspond to three stages of development. Li states: 

t ~ .:t. ~ ~ilf. ;5t-IJ "t , II "t Jt.-fi 1 *3 :fti~ , - .EL~i6-"t ~!! 4! 
~, Jli..=tlll t1':.tii~, ;5t-Jt.Jt.1i1'*3 "'~ "'~~~A.:t.~alJ 
.:..-1-1t- , :fk.AA~:M:alJ~*J.:t.~ , iilt.*"-*JF~.f.t; ~~l=~A 
*--"l;.:t.~ , 'B *-~ Jt.1ft.f<.*Jil~J1J*--~ F~.fi.alJ trill.IA» .. . 111 
1ltJl~ ~i!.A 1 .f<.~ffl.f.t .. :ffJ *~ -.EL.,ti. , ~1!!.AA.f<.-i-.:t. 
~alJ.i.~Jt, ~AA~Jf~ .:t.~alJ.i.~Jt o 

Chinese characters were initiated from picture-drawing. The 
pictures contained shape and meaning. Once the pictures were 
combined with the language, they were given a sound. The 
pictures then came to embody shape, sound and meaning -- the 
three prerequisites for language graphs--, thus becoming 
primitive pictographs. This was the shape-representation stage. 
Ideographs belong to the concept-representation category. They 
are a product of the transitional period between the shape
representation stage and the sound-representation stage ... By the 
time loan characters had begun to develop, the sound
representation stage had already begun ... then phonetic
ideographs appeared and grew to be the primary type of character 
not only within the sound-representation category, but also the 
most commonly used of all Chinese characters (Translation, 
p. 66). 
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Table 2 

The Three Stages of Character Formation 

Characters representing objects Pictographs 
Characters representing concepts Ideographs 

Compound ideographs 
Characters representing sounds Loan characters 

Phonetic-ideographs 
Analogous characters 

There has been a tendency toward phonic structure throughout the evolution of 

Chinese characters. During the Oracle Bone period, approximately 1766-1122 BC, the 

majority of characters were visually based. At that time phonetic-ideographs accounted 

for only 27.34% of all existing characters. By 100 AD the percentage of phonetic-

ideographs had jumped to 82.29 % of the total. The number of phonetic-ideographs has 

continued to increase to the point where, by 1983, they accounted for more than 90% of 

all Chinese characters (Qiu, 1995; Flores d'Arcais, 1992; Liang, 1991; Hoosain, 1991; 

Ye, 1990). 

Table 3 shows that the number of phonetic-ideographs has consistently grown 

throughout history. Specifically, characters containing sound values have evolved from 

the less common type of character in the earliest stages to become the most common 

form of character. This clearly illustrates the tendency of Chinese characters to become 

increasingly phonetic in their structure. It is therefore reasonable to suggest that 

understanding the phonological elements is essential to effective character learning. 
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Table 3 

Number of Chinese Characters 

Date writing I book Total Phonetic- Percentage 
characters ideographs 

1 7 66-1122 BC Oracle bone writing 2000 334 27.34 % 
lOOAD Shuowen Jiezi 9353 7697 82.29 % 
1100 AD Zheng Qiao 24235 21810 90.00% 
1983 AD 22349 20380 91.00 % 

The tendency that logographic characters are combined with other elements and 

function in a purely phonetic way is also found in an African logographic language, Vai 

script. The Vai script has a representation of the sound structure which is systematic 

and contains graphic symbols. Early Vai characters stand for concepts rather than 

sounds directly. Many of these characters have disappeared in the modern script. They 

are either replaced by their phonetic equivalents or combined with another element to 

form a different character (Scribner & Cole, 1981 ). Similar to Chinese, the Vai script 

gradually acquired a phonetic characteristic, and transformed from a pictographic 

system to a phonographic system. 

Phonetic-ideographs 

Xu Shen states in the postface to his Shuowen Jiezi that all Chinese characters 

have a shape [xi' ng ], a meaning [yi'], and a sound [she ng] (Norman, 1988). Phonetic-

ideographs most clearly illustrate these characteristics. A phonetic-ideograph contains a 
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radical which gives clues to the meaning, and a phonetic stem which hints at the 

pronunciation, and often provides the pronunciation exactly (Henshall, 1988; Cheng, 

1992). For example, marry it [hu n], contains the radical woman -k [ni.iv ], and a 

phonetic element ~ [hu n]. An understanding of the radical and the stem is crucial 

to the understanding of phonetic-ideographs. 

Radicals: 

Based on his analysis of the small seal script, Xu Shen divided all characters 

into two broad categories, j:_ , wen, or simple characters, and !f- ,zi, or compound 

characters (Norman, 1988). Them (1966) defines j:_ ,wen, and !f- , zi, in his English 

translation of the postface of the Shuowen Jiezi: 

When Ts'ang Chieh first created writing ( shu 'f'), he probably imitated 
the forms according to their categories; so the figures were called 

"designs" j:_ (wen). Later, when the writings were increased by 
combining the forms and phonetics, the results were called "compound 
graphs" !f- (zi) (p. 9). 

Wen cannot be further separated into smaller components. Zi, on the other hand, 

consist of two or more components, which can be broken down into a radical and a 

phonetic stem. The overwhelming majority of Chinese characters belong to the zi 

category. 

Wen refer to physical objects and are non-phonetic in nature (Tzeng & Singer, 

1981 ). Many of them are symbols for common classes of objects such as metal, water, 
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and fire (Garman,1990; Tzeng & Singer, 1981). Wen are not only individual characters, 

but are also used to form zi. They are used in Shuowen Jiezi as a means of classifying 

~ zi, compound characters. Examples of wen are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 

j:_ Wen (Simple Characters) 

~ ~ ~ k ± 
ji~n 

metal 

mu' 

wood 

shuiv 

water 

huvo 

fire 

tuv 

earth 

When functioning as classifiers, wen are referred to as radicals. Xu Shen 

arranged 9,353 Chinese characters under 540 radicals (Norman, 1988). Mei Ding-Zuo. 

compiler of the AD 1615 dictionary titled Zihui, cut down the number ofradicals to 

214 (Ye, 1990; Tzeng & Singer, 1981). One of the standard dictionaries in current use, 

Kangxi Zidian, uses the same set of214 radicals to classify its 47,035 characters. 

When a wen appears in a compound character (zi), it may be serving as the 

radical of the character. Examples are #, ~A, and ~. The left elements, ;f...., 1j<.., and 

± function as the radicals. Radicals do not represent pronunciation, but instead hint at 

the character's meaning. For example, # 'persimmon', is a type of tree, and therefore 

includes the radical ;f.... 'tree', as the first element. 

Radicals, based on the meaning they suggest, can be divided into two types. 

The first type classifies the character in a category, but does not reveal the actual 
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meamng. The second type gives the meaning of the character (Liang, 1991 ). 

Characters, :f} 'cedar' and ji] 'copper', are of the first kind. The actual meaning is not 

shown by the radicals. However, the radical ;f\... 'tree' suggests that :f~ 'cedar' is a kind 

of tree, and ~ 'metal' suggests that ji] 'copper' is a kind of metal. This type of radical 

gives a clue to a wide category into which the character fits such as 'tree', 'human', or 

'animal'. This type is much more common than the second type. 

The second type of radical has a meaning that is very close to the meaning of the 

compound character. ;ltf. 'sunshine, brightness' has the radical JG, which means 

'brightness', a 'strong fragrance' has the radical w-, which means I fragrance', 

Thus, wen have the dual function of acting as individual characters and as radicals. 

As radicals, wen give clues to the meaning of the character of which they are a part. 

Radicals, themselves, are divided into two types. The first type refers to the category of 

meaning to which the character belongs. The second type refers more to the actual 

meaning of the character. A radical, however, composes only one part of a zi. The 

second part, the stem, is discussed in detail below. 

Stems: 

The second element of a compound character is called the stem. Like the 

radicals, most stems are in themselves simple characters (Huang & Wang, 1992). For 

example, the stems ifi' , ~Jl , and A in ~, SiA , and JA , can serve as characters 

independently in the following examples. 
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Tables 

~ Zi ( Compound Characters ) 

Compound Characters Radical Stem 

# persimmon = -*- tree + ifi city 
shi' mu' shi' 

~ lake = 1j<.. water + ~Jl reckless 
hu' shut hu' 

JPi. city = .±.. earth + A to succeed 
che'ng tll che'ng 

The primary function of the phonetic stem is to provide clues to the 

pronunciation of a character. However, not all stems represent the pronunciation of a 

character in the same way. One type of phonetic stem shares the same pronunciation as 

the character of which it is a part. The second type gives a more or less clear hint to the 

pronunciation. And the third type no longer functions as a phonetic element. 

Hoosain ( 1991) suggests that there are 800 phonetic elements in Chinese. In 

Zhou He's stem handbook (1992), there are 869 phonetic stems found in 22,349 Chinese 

characters. Of the more than 800 phonetic stems, only 180 of these are most commonly 

used (Ye, 1990). These 180 phonetic stems can generate more than 5,500 characters 

which, according to Ye, are quite enough to read most Chinese publications. 

In order to more clearly illustrate the different types of stems, it is necessary to 

look at each type of stem individually and in terms of its function within the phonetic-

ideograph. 
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Types of Phonetic-Ideographic Characters: 

Phonetic-ideographs are divided into three groups. The first group consists of 

those phonetic-ideographs whose phonetic stems give close hints to the pronunciation 

of the character. They comprise the majority, 90 %, of all phonetic-ideographs. Within 

the 90% of phonetic-ideographs, phonetic-ideographs containing phonetic stems 

pronounced identically to the phonetic-ideographs account for 26.3% (Hoosain, 1991 ). 

This will be the second group discussed. Finally, there are those characters which are 

categorized as phonetic-ideographs but whose phonetic stems do not reveal the 

pronunciation. In almost all cases, it is orthographical changes that have made the 

phonetic stems of these characters lose their role as pronunciation indicators. Though 

the exact percentage of this group is unclear, it is nonetheless quite small. 

Though phonetic stems provide clues to the pronunciation of phonetic

ideographs, the clues are not as simplistic or direct as grapheme-phoneme rules. What 

phonetic-ideographic rules provide to students are possibilities for the pronunciation of 

a phonetic-ideograph according to its phonetic stem. Thus, a student with knowledge of 

radicals who encounters the character ~ will observe that the radical, 1]<. , refers to the 

category of water, and will therefore gain some insight into its meaning. However, if 

that same student were also to have a knowledge of phonetic-ideographic rules, then he 

or she will observe that the phonetic stem Pf suggests two possibilities for the 

pronunciation of the character: [ke] and [he]. In this way, phonetic-ideographic rules, 

coupled with a knowledge of radicals, is extremely helpful to students when 
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encountering a phonetic-ideograph for the first time. These phonetic-ideographic rules 

are discussed in more detail below. 

Phonetic-ideographs With Close Phonetic Hints: 

The majority of compound phonetic-ideographs include phonetic stems that hint 

at the pronunciation of a character ( Flores d'Arcais, 1992). Each of the stems in Table 

6 indicates a close phonetic relationship to the actual pronunciation of the phonetic-

ideograph. The pronunciation of the stem is similar to that of the character, as in the 

second example where the pronunciation of the phonetic stem, i [Ii'] approximates 

the pronunciation of the character J:.!i:. [le']. According to Tsao and Wang (1983), 

almost 90% of all compound phonetic-ideographs are of this type. 

Table 6 

Phonetic-ideographs With Close Phonetic Hints 
- -

Character Radical Stem 

:It -*-- ~ 
he' hai · 
fruit-stone tree 

Ji. .±. j:. 
le' Ii' 

waste earth 

Because this type of phonetic stem indicates an approximate, rather than 

identical, pronunciation for the phonetic-ideograph, it is important for students to know 

all of the phonetic possibilities associated with that particular stem. For example, 

characters containing the phonetic stem ',!f' [shao], can be taught in two major groups. 
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One group, })'.jJ03,.~:.!tt;, is pronounced [chao]; the other group, ~:Jrljr~j-~~' is 

pronounced [sha]. Character learning and sound memorization are more systematic and 

more effective when these phonetic possibilities are taught to students. 

Phonetic-ideographs With Identical Phonological Hints: 

The first group of phonetic-ideographs contain stems whose pronunciation is 

identical to that of the phonetic-ideographs within which they appear (Hoosain, 1991 ). 

They account for 26.3 % of all phonetic-ideographs. Examples are ;if [ cai'] in Jl;;i" 

[cai' ], and~ [ba · o] in B~ [ ba · o]. This group of phonetic-ideographs have phonetic 

stems that can be more easily identified because the phonetic-ideographs are 

pronounced as they appear. 

Table 7 
Phonetic-ideographs with Phonetic Stems Pronounced Identically to the Compound 

Character Radical Stem 

M = J! + ~ 
cai' bei' cai' 
money shell 

A€. = JJ + @. 
ba o ro'u ba o 
cell flesh 

Phonetic-ideographs With Non-functioning Phonological Hints: 

The third group of phonetic-ideographs lost their phonological function due to 

orthographical and phonological changes (Liang, 1991 ). One example is AP' [bu'] 
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'cloth'. The character, AP", was written as ~. It had the radical .P [ii n] 'towel', and 

its pronunciation was similar to its phonetic stem, Y..... [fu j. However, the phonetic stem 

eventually changed, and the character is now written as AP" [bu']. Thus, the new 

phonetic stem,/- , lost its role as a pronunciation indicator (Qiu, 1995). 

Another example is A [che 'ng]. The character, A [che 'ng], was pronounced 

[di eng] before 8 AD (1940, Ye). This character originally consisted of two elements, 

/§.., and T. /§.., [ wu ] was the radical and T [tr eng] the phonetic stem. T was 

simplified to become '1 in order to be combined with /§.., • At that time the phonetic 

stem, T [ti eng], still suggested the pronunciation. However, after 8 AD the 

pronunciation for A became [che 'ng], and the phonetic stem T ceased to serve as a 

pronunciation indicator. 

Though compound characters such as AP" [bu j and A [che 'ng] no longer 

contain perceptible phonetic stems, they are still categorized as phonetic-ideographs 

because their original form contained a functioning phonetic stem. 

The Position of Radical and Stem: 

In order to identify the possible pronunciation of a phonetic-ideograph, it is 

necessary to distinguish the stem from the radical. However, the radical and the 

phonetic stem do not appear in any standard position within a character. They can 

appear in a variety of locations, which contributes to the difficulty students experience 
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in locating the phonetic stem. For this reason, students who learn only the phonetic 

stems, and receive no instruction on radicals, will have trouble telling the radical from 

the stem. They will mistake the radical for the phonetic stem, and thus pronounce the 

phonetic-ideograph according to the radical. Therefore, it is very important that 

students acquire knowledge of the radicals before they begin to learn phonetic-

ideographic rules. 

In the large majority of compound characters, the radicals are located on the left, 

and the stems are located on the right. However, this is not always the case. In contrast 

to most alphabetic languages where words are composed of left-to-right letters, the 

position ofradicals and stems varies in Chinese characters (Flores d'Arcais, 1992). 

Table 8 shows the various positions of radicals and phonetic stems. 

A stands for the radical, and B. C,D stand for the stem. The horizontal AB structure 
A 

and the vertical B structure, shown in the figure below, are the most common stem-
A BC 

radical formations. Other configurations are "A", "ABC ", "BC ", and "A " ... etc .. 

(Huang & Wang, 1992). 

This lack of a single, standard position for the radical and the phonetic stem can 

be traced back to the early stages of character formation. Liang states: 

.f JtFJ a!J *J ~~ , ffi1 j,;t_ ~ ltii. =t >t. *J , ~ii :ttJtJt. ~ ~ tb a!J , 
a~~~~~~OO>t.,ftI~~OOJt.o 

In this formative period there were no definitive rules governing 
the placement of phonetic stems and radicals. The structure was 
comparatively free then. For some characters, the radical and the 
stem could be written in a variety of positions (Translation, 1991, 
p.133). 
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Table 8 

Chinese Orthographic Configurations: The various positions of radical and stem 

<ifr,~ '~'··~,m'" :'"' ',F~:...:x~,·' ,.~-~·"-"~-~~:'f:..::r::-?7"' '!(/~ ixt'~"""/-r z1~s si '"' ,y,,";,' 3: f Hf"'''"' !!J'li"-t,~;N'hl) ,,, ,, 

AB #: + ?i.: 
ko'ng sho" u ko ng 

to accuse hand empty 

B * -r ~ 
A ji' zr he' 

season children grains on stalk 

A .:\t r1' -f 
B Ca" 0 Ca" 0 za" o 

grass grass, weed early 

[II 0 .t. 
A yua'n wei' yua'n 

garden surround a family name 

t. *- j7_ 

;! It yi Ii v 

inside clothes village 

ABC ~ ~ * JJ 
hu' hlf e guv + yu'e 
butterfly insect old + moon 

BAC ~ ffi,.. -+ -+ 
ba'n gua xi n + xi n 

petal melon bitter, hard 

A A ~ ~ ~ 
BC cho'ng hlf i hlf i + hlf i 

insect insect insect 

BC ~ :k.. *- *-A fe' n hlf mu' + mu' 
to burn fire tree 

A ~ r1' '~ 1\.,; '~ 

B rlf i Ca" 0 XI n 
CD flower-bud grass heart 
B I! J:_ lfJ lfJ lfJ 

CD lei· tlf tia' n 
A base soil land, field 
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Following are three examples, ~ [so 'ng] could be written as~~ , or ~{j ; ~f. 

[si'] could be written as ?if\, orf~ ; Jl [gu'] could be written as~ or ftj( It was 

not until the Qin dynasty, approximately 200 BC, that the placement of stem and 

radical took on a more standard appearance (Norman, 1988). The radical and the stem 

were assigned a standard position within each individual character. However, this did 

not mean that the placement of stem and radical was the same for all characters. And it 

is most likely for this reason that these various locations for the radical and stem have 

persisted to the present. 

Although there appears to be little reason to the positioning of radicals and 

phonetic stems, there are clues to identifying the radical. In a left-right structure, the 

left is usually the radical; in a top-bottom structure, the bottom is usually the radical 

(Liang, 1991 ). Generally speaking, if a character consists of a left half and a right half, 

the radical is commonly located on the left. For example, the radical for ,JJ. , .1.., is on 

the left. However, as Mathews ( 1931) suggests there are exceptions. Certain radicals, 

such as 71 fJ ;tfr X. e!.i-'-1i- .t .!t j , are frequently found on the right side of characters 

with a left-right structure. 

In a character consisting of an upper half and a lower half, the lower half is 

usually the radical. One example for the top-bottom structure is ,~ whose radical is the 

bottom element '~ . However, there are exceptions to this rule as well. These 

elements-- #.ff*- 2!1 f:fcJ Jf....>- ~--appear in the top half of the character, though they are 
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part of a top-bottom structure (Mathews, 1931 ). 

A study by Ye De Ming (1990) examines the possible positions where radicals 

may occur: 104 radicals could appear in the bottom, 94 radicals on the left, 59 on the 

top, and 54 on the right. Most of the common radicals appear in predictable places and 

can be easily identified, such as the radical ~ , in ..:\t,:3r-; and the radical~' in 4Ji], £l, 

~. However, 43 radicals can appear in several places, and are therefore hard to locate. 

Ye ( 1990) states: 

Among the 214 radicals, 43 of them appear at different positions 
according to the character in which they appear. They could be 
on the top, on the bottom, on the left, or on the right. One 
example is the various positions the radical 7 appears in the 
following characters, ;r, i , }j{., .fl_, ~, 'k (Translation, p. 68). 

The radical 7 appears in several positions in the following characters. It 

appears to the left of ;r, inside of R, and on the bottom of ~. It is hard to be 

identified because of its various positions within different characters. But, regardless 

of radicals like 7 , the majority of radicals appear in predictable places. 

Theoretical Support 

Although Chinese is often defined as a logographic language, phonetic-

ideographs actually account for the greatest number of Chinese characters. The fact 

thatmore than 90 % of modem Chinese characters are phonetic-ideographs implies that 

phonetic elements have become an essential aspect of character formation. Moreover, 
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the fact that the number of phonetic-ideographs has increased through time, and 

continues to grow, supports the theory that there is a tendency for written Chinese to 

become increasingly phonetic in its structure. 

While some Chinese characters still maintain their pictographic quality, many 

more contain phonetic stems that represent the pronunciation of the character. Although 

Chinese is not an alphabetic language, we cannot ignore the fact that a great majority of 

Chinese characters can be pronounced in a way that is similar to grapheme-phoneme 

rules. Many characters contain a phonetic stem whose pronunciation is identical to the 

pronunciation of the character of which it is a part. For instance, 1¥) [Ian] has a 

pronunciation which is identical to the character I [Ian]. According to Hoosain 

(1991), 26.3% of phonetic-ideograph compounds are of this type. 

Within modem Chinese, the number of phonetic-ideographs continues to grow. 

New characters are most frequently created as phonetic-ideograph compounds, rather 

than as pictographs or ideographs (Hoosain, 1991 ). Evidence of this can be found in 

many recently created characters. A clear example is the character 4t. [tai'], meaning 

'Titanium'. Its radical, ± Ui n], suggests that 4t. [tai'] is a type of metal, while the 

phonetic stem, :k._ [tai'], represents a pronunciation that is identical to that of the 

character, 4t. , and similar to the pronunciation of the newly-invented word 

'Titanium.' Another example is ~[ta] and 1~ [ta]. ~is a newer character that 

obtains the use of the phonetic stem of 1~, ~. This phonetic-ideograph, ~ 
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containing the radical of female, -k, is created to represent the female third person, she. 

Another trend in the development of characters toward a more phonetic structure 

is the modification of older characters to include new phonetic stems that more clearly 

suggest the phonological hint. For example, the character ii- [zhe'ng], meaning 

'evidence', is an old character listed in the 121 AD dictionary, Shuowen Jiezi. ii[ 

[zhe'ng] is a newer character invented as a substitute for ~ [zhe'ng]. This character is 

not contained in the Shuowen Jiezi. ~ [zhe'ng], the older form, contains the phonetic 

stem, ~,pronounced [de ng], which does not clearly suggest the pronunciation of the 

character as a whole. The new character ii[ [zhe'ng ], whose phonetic stem is .if. 

(zhe 'ng), was adopted informally to provide a clearer representation of the 

pronunciation . .if. [zhe'ng] was then used to substitute for ~[de ng], and became the 

new phonetic stem. Currently, both ii[ and ii" are in use. (Liang, 1991 ). 

Given that phonetic-ideographs present phonetic stems in such an organized and 

systematic manner, it is not difficult to understand why they make up the largest portion 

of Chinese characters. They are easier to read as a result of their phonetic stems, many 

of which function similarly to grapheme-phoneme rules. They are frequently used to 

form new characters due to the fact that they can be easily created by combining a 

radical (semantic element) with a phonetic stem (phonetic element). According to 

Hoosain ( 1991 ), this eliminates the need to create novel graphics. Moreover, they can 

be improved upon by substituting clearer phonetic elements for those that are outdated 
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or less useful. As a result of these characteristics, the number of phonetic-ideographs 

continue to increase. Considering that phonetic-ideographs occupy such an important 

position within written Chinese, an understanding of phonetic elements is an essential 

aspect of Chinese character instruction. 

Experimental Evidence 

The Concentrated Character Recognition Method (CCRM) was first used in 

Liaoning Province, Mainland China in 1958 as an experiment. Mae presented a report 

on the findings of that experiment in 1983. In his report Mae recommended the use of 

the CCRM as a systematic and efficient method for teaching Chinese characters. 

According to the CCRM, phonetic stems are taught first, then phonetic-ideographs that 

share the same phonetic stem are taught together in groups. In this way, characters are 

learned systematically in groups according to their similarities instead of individually as 

unrelated units. According to Mae's report, the CCRM not only quickens the learning 

process, but also improves character retention capabilities (Ye, 1990). 

In 1983, about five to six hundred elementary schools in Mainland China were 

using the CCRM to teach Chinese characters. The research being carried out in these 

classrooms showed significant success. In a report published by the Department of 

Education of the People's Republic of China, first grade students in Bo-Ai elementary 1 

school in Zhangzhou City, Liaoning Province, successfully mastered 1,345 characters 
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by the end of their first year. 

Ye (1990) reports the achievement of another experiment carried out in Jing-

Shun Elementary School: 

Second grade students learned between 2,200 and 2,500 Chinese characters by 
the end of their second year. Most of the students could read newspaper 
headlines and story books by the end of their second year in the elementary 
school. Results like this are highly unusual. By contrast, in previous years 
second grade students at Jing-Shun Elementary School had mastered only 
1,200 Chinese characters by the end of their second year (Translation, p.51). 

As the above examples attest, the CCRM has been found to be an effective 

teaching method for learners of Chinese as a first language. However, such conclusive 

results have yet to be found on English-speaking learners of Chinese in a CFL situation. 

It is the purpose of this research to test this hypothesis that the CCRM can be equally as 

effective a teaching method for English-speaking learners of Chinese in a CFL 

environment. 

Psycholinguistic and Cognitive Considerations 

One of the reasons the CCRM is believed to be such an efficient and systematic 

teaching method is the fact that characters are taught in groups related by sound and 

shape, thus making them easier for students to memorize and recall. The notion that 

teaching characters as a group according to their phonetic similarities will lead to better 

character retention, is based on the hypothesis of phonological recoding. 

Phonological recoding hypothesis claims that phonemic recoding is necessary 
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while processing language. Much research has found that characters are 

psychologically stored and retrieved as groups based on their phonological 

relationships. If it is true that characters containing the same stem are psychologically 

stored in groups in our memory, teaching them in phonologically related groups should 

best fit the mental process and presumably produce the best results in character 

memorization and retention. 

That characters are systematically stored in our brain according to phonemes is 

believed to be true for both logographic languages like Chinese, and alphabetic 

languages like English. According to this hypothesis, teaching students phonetic

ideographic rules would be as beneficial to students of Chinese as grapheme-phoneme 

correspondence rules are to students of English. 

However, some psychologists support another hypothesis, direct access, which 

claims that phonemic recoding does not occur during the reading process. These 

researchers believe that readers of logo graphic languages use neither the alphabetic 

principle nor decoding into sound in order to learn or identify words. Conversely, they 

suggest that phonemic recoding may be an obligatory stageonly for readers of 

alphabetic languages (Rozin, Poritsky, & Sotsky, 1971 ). 

The direct access hypothesis claims that printed words make contact with 

information stored in our lexicon without any speech process intervention. 

The issue of the absence or presence of phonemic recoding during the reading 

process is still controversial. D'Arcais (cited in Chen & Tzeng, 1992) safely finds a 



middle ground between the two. He states: 

Chinese characters might completely bypass a stage of 
phonological encoding, and require essentially the direct, lexical 
route ... For logographic writing (Chinese), phonological recoding 
is also likely to take place... In both English and Chinese high 
frequency words would be read 'logographically' via the direct 
route, while low frequency words would be read 'analytically' via 
a phonological route. In conclusion, the available evidence does 
not seem to indicate dramatic processing differences for words 
written in alphabetic or in logographic orthographies. 
( p. 48,49) 
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The following is a detailed discussion of the two major hypotheses, presenting 

the rationales and empirical evidence for both the direct access hypothesis and the 

phonological recoding hypothesis. 

Direct Access Hypothesis: 

The direct access hypothesis asserts that readers are able to go directly from the 

printed word to the lexical representation in their mental dictionary. Many researchers 

who favor the direct access hypothesis argue that Chinese orthography relates directly to 

meaning, whereas English orthography relates words to meaning through a phonetic 

system. Therefore, the reading of an alphabetic language may involve different 

processes than the reading of a non-alphabetic language (Liu, cited in Feitelson 1976; 

Rozin, Poritsky, & Sotsky, 1971). 

Chinese characters have also been treated in several psychological experiments 

as nonrepresentational stimuli for English-speaking people because they lack verbally 
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defined components, such as phonemes. Rozin, Poritsky, and Sotsky (1971) claim: 

What is the critical feature between the Chinese logographic and 
the English alphabetic system which leads to reading difficulty? 
It could be the complete absence of sound mapping in Chinese ... 
because Chinese characters map into language at the morphemic 
(word) level rather than at the phonemic level. (p. 113) 

In a study of Philadelphia second-grade school children with serious reading 

problems, Rozin, Poritsky, and Sotsky reported that the children were able to make 

rapid progress in learning and reading Chinese. They suggested that their success was 

due to the fact that reading the logographic Chinese characters did not require the 

speech recoding level. 

Many empirical findings in Japan support the hypothesis that reading alphabetic 

and logographic writings may entail different processes. A study in Japanese aphasic 

patients by Sasanuma ( 197 4) found evidence of phonological recoding for alphabetic 

kana and direct acess for the logographic kanji. 

The direct access hypothesis asserts that reading processes for logographic 

Chinese and alphabetic English are different. Evidence supports the hypothesis that 

Chinese orthography relates directly to meaning, and therefore the phonological 

recoding is not a necessary stage. 

The following is a discussion of another hypothesis, the phonological recoding 

hypothesis, which holds a different view concerning the processes of reading an 

alphabetic language and a non-alphabetic language. 
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Phonological Recoding Hypothesis: 

Researchers who believe that phonemic recoding does occur in working memory 

object to the suggestion that the critical difference between logographic and alphabetic 

writing lies in the step of phonemic recoding during reading. Tzeng, Hung, and Wang 

(1977) point out some weaknesses in Rozin's study of the second-graders with reading 

difficulties. They claim that the novelty of Chinese characters may have increased the 

subjects' motivation, and that their reading difficulties may have been the result of poor 

teaching methods. They, therefore, question the reliability of the results in Rozin's 

study as well as the claim that Chinese does not require phonological recoding during 

the reading process. 

An experiment conducted by Yin and Butterworth (1992) produced evidence 

that the decoding processes for Chinese and alphabetic writing systems are the same. In 

their experiment, eleven brain-damaged Chinese patients with reading disorders were 

asked to read aloud 87 Chinese characters, including 40 common regular characters, 21 

common irregular characters, 12 common phonetic-ideographs, and 14 invented 

pictophonetic (two-component) characters. The errors of the subjects were categorized 

into two types: regularization and semantic errors. Subjects who pronounced ff 

[cheng] as [ping], committed errors classified as regularization. This type of error is a 

result of mistaking the pronunciation of the phonetic stem. In this case, the subjects 

have mispronounced ff [cheng] for i'f [ping] because both share the same phonetic 

stem, -t [ping], yet have a different pronunciation. Subjects who pronounced ff 
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[ cheng] as 1Ji [ miao] "young grain", committed errors classified as semantic errors. 

The mispronunciation of ff [ cheng] as 1Ji [ miao] was considered a semantic error 

because the two characters are semantically related. ff [ cheng] has the radical *-which 

means grain, while 1Ji [miao] has the actual meaning of young grain. Thus, the subjects 

pronounced the character ff [cheng] according to the meaning of its radical, thereby 

committing a semantic error. 

This study supports the concept that phonological decoing is necessary during 

the reading process in two ways. First, the surface dyslexia patients made a high 

proportion of regularization errors. Second, the semantic errors made by these patients 

were only on characters which did not have a phonetic stem in their construction. It, 

therefore, seems that the presence of a phonetic stem reduced the semantic errors. 

Studies of normal subjects generally show similarities in the processing of 

different writings. The following evidence suggests that written characters are 

perceived and stored in terms of systematic phonemes. 

An experiment conducted by Yin (cited in Yin & Butterworth, 1991) studied 

normal subjects who were asked to pronounce many different types of characters. The 

presence of a phonetic stem was found to suppress a semantic error. 

Tzeng, Hung, and Wang (1977) conducted two experiments to find evidence of 

phonemic effects in reading logographic characters. They analyzed the subjects' errors 

and made the following conclusion: 



Analysis of the kinds of errors the subjects make suggests that 
this storage is phonetically organized ... in fact, the data suggest 
similarity rather than differences, between visual processing of 
Chinese characters and of English words in working memory. 
As the results of this experiment show, both processes involve 
phonetic recodings of visually presented symbols. (p. 626) 
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The results suggest a similarity between the reading processes of Chinese characters and 

English words in working memory. They also support the theory that the phonetic 

recoding of printed words is necessary for the processing of Chinese as well as English. 

Moreover, the errors committed by the subjects in the above studies were more often 

due to phonological similarities than to visual or semantic similarities. Because similar 

sounding words are clustered together in our brain, the attempt to retrieve one word may 

also activate its phonological neighbors (Hirsh-Pasek, Reeves, & Golinkoff, cited in 

Gleason & Ratner 1993 ). Due to this phenomenon, errors made by the subjects in the 

study were very possibly caused by these phonetic similarities. This finding further 

suggests that characters are stored in our brain based on their phonological relatedness. 

The phenomenon that phonological neighbors are activated when one character 

is perceived suggests a phonemic effect in the processing of Chinese. Supposing this to 

be true, we may then suggest that when a Chinese character is perceived, the phonetic 

stem immediately activates a group of similar sounding characters containing that same 

phonetic stem. For example, when the character ?f.. is perceived, a group of characters 

in our memory, .!l •11. H. st, pronounced [xing], and *-!. !!% ~ Mt, pronounced 
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[sheng], are immediately activated. These clusters of characters appear because they all 

contain the same phonetic stem and are pronounced similarly. The reader then decides 

whether [xing] or [sheng] is the proper pronunciation. It is highly improbable that the 

reader would mispronounce Ji [ sheng] 'musical instrument consisting of a number of 

pipes' as [ yu] f- 'musical instrument consisting of 36 reed pipes' as a result of their 

similar meanings. Nor would the reader mispronounce Ji as .f [guan] 'pipe', based 

on the radical they share. Therefore, we can say that characters are not stored in groups 

based on semantic meaning or shape (radical), but rather on the pronunciation 

represented by the phonetic stem. If characters are grouped psychologically on the basis 

of their phonological relationship, learning them according to groups of phonetic stems 

should best fit the natural psychological process. 

Empirical evidence suggests that even the visual processing of Chinese 

characters involves phonetic recoding in short-term retention. Some researchers believe 

a phonetic code is the preferred form of representation in reading behavior across 

languages and across writing systems (Tzeng, Hung, Wang, 1977; d'Arcais, 1992; 

Cheng, 1992). If this is the case, teaching students phonetic-ideographic rules would 

be as beneficial to students of Chinese as grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules are 

to students of English. 
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Conclusion 

A knowledge of phonetic-ideograph rules is essential to character learning 

because these rules can be used to anticipate the pronunciation of the vast majority of 

Chinese characters. The teaching of characters containing the same phonetic stem as a 

group is said to fit the psychological process of character perception, because it is 

believed by psycholinguists that characters are stored and retrieved based on their 

phonological relatedness. Based on this theory, experiments were conducted at 

elementary schools in Mainland China where the success of teaching phonetic-

ideographic rules to native speakers of Mandarin Chinese proved to be highly effective. 

This was a result of teaching familiar sounding characters in groups based on the 

phonetic stem they share. 

Experiments carried out on first language learners of Chinese, and furthermore 

in research on the psychological processing procedure of Chinese characters, suggest a 

similarity between the processing of written Chinese and written English (e.g. Cheng 

1992; Yin & Butterworth, 1992; Tzeng, Hung, Wang, 1977). Chen states 

Reading Chinese characters requires phonological mediation. 
The mechanism underlying this phonological mediation is 
thought to be based on character-sound correspondences which 
are well developed through years of extensive practice. Such 
phonological transformation is free from orthography and should 
equally apply to all writing systems. ( 1992, p. 89) 

This suggests that phonetic-ideograph rules should be as beneficial to learners of 

Chinese as a second language, as are grapheme-phoneme rules to learners of English. 
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Although the previous discussion has stated the difference between the 

logographic language, Chinese, and the alphabetic language, English, the difference lies 

only on the surface. To paraphrase Greenberg (1966), the differences between 

languages are like the one-twelfth of an iceberg above the surface of the water, highly 

visible but not significant. It is the eleven-twelfths of the linguistic iceberg wherein 

lies the common potential for all languages. 

Supported by the above rationales, the investigator is of the opinion that 

teaching phonetic-ideograph rules to English speaking students of Chinese is beneficial 

for efficient character learning, and long lasting character retention. 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

This project was designed as an experimental study involving three classes of 

university students divided into two groups, a control group and an experimental group. 

The control group learned Chinese characters taught according to the traditional Fen 

San method, while the experimental group learned Chinese characters according to the 

CCRM method. 

General Design of the Study 

This study was carried out in three first-year, first-term Chinese classes at a 

university in the Northwest. The class met five hours a week for eleven weeks. The 

Chinese character instruction did not begin until the third week of the term. The 

treatment lasted for nine weeks, starting in the third week of the term and ending in the 

eleventh week. See Table 9. 

Each week, students in both groups spent four hours studying the text, grammar, 

quizzes, and conversational dialogues, while one hour was spent on Chinese character 

instruction. Two instructors taught the classes. The investigator taught the Chinese 

character lessons, while the text and grammar were taught by the other instructor. 

Students were informed at the beginning of the course to direct all questions regarding 
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characters to the investigator so that the instruction of phonetic-ideograph rules would 

be consistent. 

Table. 9 

Schedule for the Control Group and the Experimental Group 

Class Teaching Material Packet I Tests 
Control Experimental 

1st Week Pretest 
2nd Week 
3rd Week Radicals Radicals Radical List 
4th Week Radicals Radicals 
5th Week Radicals Radicals + Phonetic Stems Character Packet 
6th Week Radicals Radicals + Phonetic Stems 
7th Week Radicals Radicals + Phonetic Stems 
8th Week Radicals Radicals + Phonetic Stems Short Term Test 
9th Week Radicals Radicals + Phonetic Stems 
10th Week Radicals Radicals + Phonetic Stems 
11th Week Radicals Radicals + Phonetic Stems Long Term Test 
12th Week Rare Character Test 

Subjects 

The project conducted by the investigator took place during the Fall term first-

year Chinese course when students had just entered the Chinese program. One class 

was assigned to the control group and the other two classes comprised the experimental 

group. There were originally 16 students in the control group and 23 students in the 

experimental group. After the pretest, 13 students remained in the control group and 17 
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students remained in the experimental group. See Table 10 for a display of the age 

distribution of the two groups .. 

Table. 10 

Age Distribution of the Control Group and the Experimental Group 

Age Control Control Experimental Experimental 
Group Male GroupF emale Group Male Group Female 

10-15 2 
16-20 1 3 3 
21-30 4 4 2 6 
31-40 1 1 1 
41-50 1 
51-60 1 
Total 8 5 6 11 

On the first day of class, students were informed that the research would be 

conducted throughout the term. They were also told that they would be taking part in a 

research project examining how English speaking students learn Chinese characters, and 

that there would be a "test". The investigator clearly stated to the students that their 

performance in this project and their scores on the evaluations would not affect their 

grade in the Chinese class. 

Moreover, all students were told that they would not be allowed to switch 

between classes or attend class in a different session even though they might wish to 

do so. This policy was set in order to prevent control group students from receiving 

CCRM instruction. Students understood that this rule was to ensure the fair and 

accurate performance of the research. 
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Finally, students were told that they were free to choose whether or not they 

wanted to participate in this research. If they chose not to take part, then their scores on 

the research tests would not be included in the data. Students were not aware of a 

control group or an experimental group, nor were they informed of any differences in 

teaching methods between the three classes. 

This study was reviewed and approved by the Human Subjects Research Review 

Committee. Students also signed a consent form (see Appendix A). 

Instruments 

Before the treatment was conducted, the students were administered a pretest to 

determine how much the students already knew regarding the pronunciation of some 

basic Chinese characters. The pretest (see Appendix B) consisted of thirty Chinese 

characters chosen from the students' textbook, Elementary Chinese Reader I. Each 

student met with the investigator individually, and was asked to pronounce each 

character orally. 

In the sixth week of the treatment a short term test was held. Two weeks later a long 

term test was given. The rare character test was held in the last week of the term, in 

conjunction with the students' final exam for the class. (See Table 9 for a clear display 

of the test schedule). The format for both the short term and the long term tests were 

the same (see Appendix C & D). For both tests, students were asked to write down the 

pronunciation of thirty characters in Pinyin. For each character, four possible English 
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definitions were provided, only of one which was correct. Students were asked to 

choose one. The investigator's main focus in administering the short-term and long-

term tests was to measure the students' pronunciation recall ability. However, data 

related to the students' meaning recall performance were also collected. The following 

is a sample question: 

1. *~ 
a. a female dancer 
b. death 
c. false, reckless 
d. to marry 

In the rare character test (see Appendix E), students were asked to write down 

the pronunciation of the thirty Chinese characters, none of which had yet 

beenintroduced to the students. The characters were carefully chosen based on their 

uncommon nature. None of them are commonly seen in most publications and 

dictionaries, nor are they ordinarily used by most Mandarin-speaking people. 

The rare character test was given to both the experimental group and the control 

group, as well as a group of eighteen native Mandarin speakers who volunteered to take 

part in this experiment. The performance of the native Mandarin speakers was 

compared with that of the control group and the experimental group. These eighteen 

native speakers, one mainland Chinese and seventeen Taiwanese, were overseas 

students studying at the same university where the study was conducted. 
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Material Design 

Both the control group and the experimental group were given instruction 

beginning with radicals. The major difference in the materials between the two groups 

was that the experimental group received instruction in phonetic-ideograph rules, while 

the control group did not. All the materials were written using traditional characters. 

In the beginning of the treatment, each student in both the control and 

experimental groups received a character packet. Character packets for both groups 

contained the same characters, but were organized differently. Character packets given 

to the students in the control group organized characters into groups according to their 

radical. For example, -!Ib, -M, and -k.i, all contain the same radical, -k, and would 

therefore be introduced to students at the same time. (See Appendix F for lessons). 

Character packets for the experimental group, on the other hand, were designed to group 

together those characters which share the same phonetic stem. Characters, '-l, l'f, and 

iJ.., all contain the same phonetic stem £, and would be taught as a group. (See 

appendix G for lessons). All the Chinese characters in both packets contained Pinyin 

romanization as well as the definition in English. 

The control group character packet included a total of 557 Chinese characters 

grouped under 95 commonly used radicals. In the packet given to the experimental 

group, a total of 629 characters were listed under 93 phonetic stems. Among the 629 

characters, 557 characters overlapped with those in the control group packet. More 

characters were included in the experimental group packet because the investigator 
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wanted to provide students with more examples of phonetic-ideograph rules. However, 

none of these extra 72 characters were used in any of the short term, long term, or rare 

character tests. 

Procedures and Activities 

Both groups received character instruction for 20 to 30 minutes twice a week. 

The character learning packet began with instruction about radicals. The instructor first 

introduced 40 of the most commonly used radicals. It was explained that a radical 

serves as an indicator to the meaning of the character. Instruction in radicals lasted for 

two weeks, after which time students received a character packet. It was from this point 

that the teaching methods for the two groups began to diverge. The respective teaching 

procedures were conducted as follows. 

Control Group: 

In the control group, the investigator wrote the five radicals, A. a ill ,,,., I~ ' 

on the blackboard. The pronunciation and the meaning of these five radicals were 

reviewed. The investigator then said the English definition of a character selected from 

the packet. Students would then identify what radical the character contained without 

looking at the packet. After students identified the radical, they were asked to look at 

the character packet to find the character under that radical and pronounce it out loud. 

This activity continued until students could respond quickly and accurately. Finally, 
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students were asked to repeat after the investigator the pronunciation of each character 

in the lesson. 

In each class, the investigator would review the radicals and characters before 

teaching new radicals and new characters. The most common activity used in class was 

the radical-matching game. Every student received several cards with a character and 

its pronunciation written on each. Students first decided which radical the character 

contained, then they circulated around the classroom looking for the student with 

another character containing the same radical. After two students agreed that their two 

characters posses the same radical, they would put their two cards on the blackboard 

together and write the radical above them on the board. After all the cards were paired 

and put on the board, students were asked to pronounce their characters to the class. 

Another activity used for character review divided students into pairs, with each 

pair of students receiving a piece of paper with ten or more characters written on it. The 

ten characters were written on the paper in a random fashion, with each character having 

at least one other character containing the same radical. Students would then group the 

characters according to their radicals, and write pinyin and the English meaning next to 

each character on the paper. Students were allowed to look at their character packet if 

necessary. Later, each pair of students would present how they grouped the characters 

and would pronounce each character to the class. 
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Experimental Group: 

After the first two weeks of instruction in radicals, students in the experimental 

group were able to recognize the radical in a Chinese character. In the first lesson of 

phonetic-ideograph rules, the investigator wrote five phonetic stems -C, .~, ~, :£.., 

*·and -=I- (included in lesson E-5 of the character packet) on the blackboard. The 

pronunciation of the five phonetic stems was also introduced. The investigator would 

then point at these phonetic stems randomly and ask students to give the pronunciation. 

This exercise continued until students had become familiar with the phonetic stems. 

The different pronunciation possibilities suggested by each of these five phonetic stems 

were then introduced. Students learned, for example as they saw a character containing 

the phonetic stem .~, that the possible pronunciation for this stem would be ma. 

Likewise, if the stem -C appeared in a character, the possible pronunciation for this 

would be wang or mang. Then the investigator would pronounce a character selected 

from the packet. Students would then identify what phonetic stem the character 

contained without looking at the packet. After students had identified the phonetic 

stem, the investigator would say the English definition of that character, and the 

students would then look for that character in the packet and pronounce it out loud. 

This activity continued until students could quickly find characters. 

The investigator would review previously taught phonetic stems and characters 

before teaching new ones. The most common review activity was the stem-matching 

game. Every student received several cards with a character written on each. Students 
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would first decide which phonetic stem the character contained, then they would 

circulate around the classroom and find the student who had another character that 

contained the same phonetic stem. After the two students agreed that their two 

characters contain the same phonetic stem, they would put the two cards on the 

blackboard together and write the phonetic stem above them on the board. After all the 

cards were paired up and put on the board, students would pronounce the characters that 

were grouped together and identify the phonetic stem in each pair. 

Another activity used to review characters would divide students into pairs with 

each pair of students receiving a piece of paper with ten or more characters written on it. 

The ten characters were written on the paper in a random fashion with each character 

having at least one other character containing the same phonetic stem. Students would 

then group the characters according to their stems, and write the pinyin and the English 

meaning next to each character on the paper. Students were allowed to look at their 

character packet if necessary. Later, each pair of students would present how they 

grouped the characters and would pronounce each character to the class. 

The time spent on Chinese character instruction in both groups was the same. 

However, the experimental group did not spend as much time on pronunciation practice 

as the control group. In the control group, the investigator would go through each 

Chinese character and practice its pronunciation without reference to the pronunciation 

of other characters with the same phonetic stem. In the experimental group, only some 

characters from the packet were drawn to illustrate the functioning of the phonetic 



stems. 

If the experimental group performed better than the control group, and the 

hypotheses were supported by the results, then the investigator could claim that a 

positive influence was gained from the instruction of phonetic-ideograph rules. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

In this chapter, the statistical test used for analyzing the data collected was that 

of the t-test. The t-test was used to compare the mean difference between the two 

groups. 

The t-test utilizes the 't' value and the probability level, p value. The probability 

level used for rejecting the hypotheses is .05 (5 out of 100). If 'p' is .05 or less, then 

the hypothesis is not rejected. If 'p' is greater than .05, then the hypothesis is rejected. 

Research Hypotheses 

This study was designed as a comparison of two different Chinese character 

teaching methods, the traditional Fen-San method and the Concentrated Character 

Recognition Method (CCRM). Research was conducted on a control group and an 

experimental group in terms of their performance under the two different treatments. 

The control group received Chinese character instruction according to the traditional 

Fen-San teaching approach, while the experimental group was taught according to the 

CCRM. The Fen-San method teaches Chinese characters on the basis of their radical. 

That is, characters which share the same radical are taught as a group. The CCRM, on 

the other hand, groups characters according to phonetic stern. Although the teaching 
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of radicals is still an important part of the instruction, it is not the organizational basis. 

Instead, characters are organized and introduced in phonetically related groups. 

The research hypotheses are as follows: 

Hypothesis 1 

First-year Chinese students in the experimental group exposed to the CCRM 

method will recall more Chinese characters on the short-term recall test than will the 

first-year Chinese students in the control group taught by the traditional Fen-San 

method. The short-term recall test will be held in the sixth week of the treatment. 

Hypothesis 2 

First-year Chinese students in the experimental group exposed to the CCRM 

method will recall more Chinese characters on the long-term recall test than will the 

first-year Chinese students in the control group taught by the traditional Fen-San 

method. The long-term recall test will be held in the ninth week of the treatment. 

Hypothesis 3 

The performance of the first-year Chinese students in the experimental group 

exposed to the CCRM method will more closely approximate the performance of the 

group of native Mandarin speakers on the rare-character test than will the first-year 

Chinese students in the control group taught by the traditional Fen-San method. The 

rare-character test will be held in the ninth week of the treatment. 
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Statistical Methods 

Pretest: 

All students were asked to participate in the pretest in order for the researcher to 

determine the students' level of Chinese character knowledge. Students were tested on 

their ability to identify the pronunciation of 30 Chinese characters. 

The control group originally consisted of 16 students, while the experimental 

group consisted of 26 students. After excluding students who scored too high on the 

pretest, and those students who were unable to participate throughout the research, 13 

students remained in the control group and 17 students remained in the experimental 

group. 

Table 11 shows the results of the pretest. Based on the significance level (p = 

.287) in the t-test for equality of means, we do not reject the hypothesis that the two 

population means are equal. The analysis supports the equality of the two groups prior 

to the treatment. 

TABLE 11 

t-test for the Pretest 

Variable Case 

Control Group 13 

Experimental Group 1 7 

(p = .287 > .05) 

Mean Standard Deviation SE of Mean 

1.23 1.6 .444 

2.47 4.3 1.043 
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Short-term Test: 

Students were tested on their ability to identify the pronunciation of 30 

characters, with a score of 5 points per character. The total number of points possible 

was 150. Table 12 shows the short-term test scores for the experimental and control 

groups. 

TABLE12 

t-test for the Short-Term Character Recall Test 

Group Count Mean Standard Deviation SE of Mean 

Control Group 13 27.4615 30.063 8.338 

Experimental Group 17 65.8824 30.327 7.355 

(p = .002 < .05) Scores are not percentages. 

The test of the mean difference produced statistically significant group 

differences (p = .002). According to the mean difference between the two teaching 

method results, hypothesis 1 is supported. There was a statistically significant 

difference between the experimental group and the control group. 

Long-term Test: 

The long-term test also measured students ability to recall the pronunciation 

of 30 characters, with a score of 5 points per character. The total number of points 

possible was 150. The following table shows the long-term test scores for both the 

experimental group and the control group. 
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Table 13 

t-test for the Long-Term Character Recall Test 

Group Count Mean Standard Deviation SE of Mean 

Control Group 13 20.9231 23.988 6.653 

Experimental Group 17 71.7059 37.550 9.107 

(p = .000 < .05) 

The t-test of the mean difference produced statistically significant group 

differences between the two teaching methods employed. There was also a statistically 

significant difference between the average scores of the two groups (p = .000). 

Considering the mean difference between the groups, hypothesis 2 is supported. 

Rare Character Test: 

The rare-character test measured students' ability to identify the pronunciation of 

30 characters with which they were entirely unfamiliar, and compared their ability with 

18 native Mandarin speakers. The total number of possible points was 150. The 

following tables show the rare character test scores for the control group, the 

experimental group, and the group of native Mandarin speakers. 

TABLE14 
t-test for the Rare Character Test between the Control Group and the Experimental 

Group 

Group Count Mean Standard Deviation SE of Mean 

Control Group 12 28.5000 21.740 6.276 

Experimental Group 17 57.4118 21.069 5.110 

(p = .001 < .05) 



TABLE 15 

t-test for the Rare Character Test between 
the Control Group and the Native Speaker Group 

Group Count Mean Standard Deviation SE of Mean 

Control Group 12 

Native Speaker Group 18 

(p = .000 < .05) 

TABLE16 

28.5000 

83.1667 

t-test for the Rare Character Test between 

21.740 

12.922 

the Experimental Group and the Native Speaker Group 

6.276 

3.046 

Group Count Mean Standard Deviation SE of Mean 

Experimental group 1 7 

Native Speaker Group 18 

(p = .000 < .05) 

57.4118 

83.1667 

21.069 

12.922 

5.110 

3.046 

60 

Results of the mean difference in Table 14 indicate a statistically significant 

difference between the control group and the experimental group for the teaching 

methods employed (p = .001 < .05). The results show that the experimental group 

identified the pronunciation of rarely seen Chinese characters more accurately than the 

control group. 

The mean difference between the control group and the native speaker group in 

Table 15 is greater than the mean difference between the experimental group and the 

native speaker group in Table 16. This would indicate that students who received 

instruction on phonetic-ideographic rules performed more closely to the level of the 
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native Mandarin speakers than students in the control group. Hypothesis 3 is, 

therefore, supported. 

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the three groups' test scores on the rare 

character test. 

Figure 1 

Rare Character Test Scores 
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Figure 2 is a comparison of the average scores on the short-term test, the long-

term test, and the rare character test between the control group and the experimental 

group. 

Figure 2 

Comparison of Test Scores between the Control Group and the Experimental Group 
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Summary 

The students exposed to the two different teaching approaches performed 

differently at a statistically significant level. The experimental group recalled more 

characters on both the short-term test and the long-term test. Furthermore, the 

experimental group identified more accurately the pronunciation of more characters 

than the control group on the rare character test. It seems that the difference in the 

students performance on the three tests was influenced by the different teaching 

approaches. 

The fact that the experimental group received instruction in phonetic

ideographic rules appears to be the contributing factor in the experimental group's 

superior performance on the short-term, long-term, and rare-character tests. The data 

collected therefore support all three hypotheses: 

1. First-year Chinese students in the experimental group exposed to the CCRM method 

will recall more Chinese characters on the short-term test than will the first-year 

Chinese students in the control group taught by the traditional method. 

2. First-year Chinese students in the experimental group exposed to the CCRM method 

will recall more Chinese characters on the long-term test than will the first-year 

Chinese students in the control group taught by the traditional method. 

3. First-year Chinese students in the experimental group exposed to the CCRM method 

will perform more closely to the group of native Mandarin speaker on the rare

character test than will the first-year Chinese students in the control group. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Background Problem 

For students of alphabetic languages, learning Chinese characters seems to be an 

enormous or even impossible task. When students wish to link the pronunciation to the 

printed character as they can in English, they often fail. The reason is that the 

pronunciation of a character is not represented as perceptibly as it is in English. The 

frustration over being unable to learn characters is often one of the biggest reasons that 

students quit in the middle of their study, or just simply give up the hope that they will 

one day master Chinese characters. 

It has been found that native speakers analyze and process characters 

phonetically in the memory (Tzeng, Hung, Wang, 1977; F,d'Arcais, 1992; C.M. Cheng, 

1992). Psychologically, a speaker of Mandarin Chinese predicts the pronunciation of a 

character through the phonetic element the character contains. There is a saying: "Du zi, 

you bian du bian, mei bian du zhongjian." It means "When there is an element on the 

side, pronounce the side. When there is nothing on the side, pronounce the middle." 

This saying suggests that some strategies are adopted by native speakers of Chinese to 

pronounce characters. 
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A native speaker has a system in the memory that sorts out all the phonetic-

ideographic rules which help to recall or predict the pronunciation more accurately. 

Likewise, after a period of study, learners of Chinese can pick up the ability to guess the 

pronunciation of characters. However, the input for learners of Chinese as a foreign 

language is not as plentiful as for native speakers. The process of forming the phonetic-

ideographic rules in the memory is, therefore, slow. This may be the reason for the 

slow learning of characters for many students of Chinese. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of teaching phonetic-ideographic rules to American students of 

Chinese is to help them learn characters better and more efficiently. Since non-native 

speakers are not on equal footing with native speakers, and since Chinese characters do 

seem difficult to master for students taught by traditional methods, a carefully designed 

teaching approach that can teach more efficiently and cause less anxiety and frustration 

is needed. 

Hypotheses 

All three hypotheses proposed in Chapter 1 were supported by the experiment. 

The first hypothesis held that students who were taught phonetic-ideographic rules 

would perform better on a short-term test than students who were not. The t-test 
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produced statistically significant differences between the two groups. Hypothesis 1 

was, therefore, supported. 

The second hypothesis held that students who were taught the phonetic-

ideographic rules would perform better on a long-term test than students who were not. 

The t-test produced statistically significant differences between the two groups. 

Hypothesis 2 was, therefore, supported. 

The third hypothesis held that students who were taught the phonetic-

ideographic rules would perform better on a rare-character test than students who were 

not. The t-test produced statistically significant differences between the two groups. 

Hypothesis 3 was, therefore, supported. 

The acceptance of the research hypotheses is consistent with the results of the 

previous experiments carried out in Mainland China (Ye, 1990). The results of the 

experiments in Mainland China showed that students who had instruction on phonetic-

ideographic rules recalled more pronunciation of Chinese Characters than students who 

were taught by the traditional method. These results accord with my supposition and 

data. Results in my experiment on second-language learners of Chinese revealed that 

students who were taught the phonetic-ideographic rules recalled more pronunciation 

of characters on both the short-term and long-term tests. Moreover, the experimental 

group predicted more pronunciations correctly than the control group. 

The results of this study suggest that having explicit knowledge of the phonetic 



ideograph rules may be one of the factors that resulted in more efficient character 

learning and better retention. 

Findings 
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The total scores on each test show students' overall performance; however, they 

do not present the different types of student answers. In order to examine the different 

types of answers, the tests were designed to allow students to generate their answers 

without the set formats or constraints of a standard multiple-choice test. This naturally 

and freely generated data could be used to look at how close students' answers were to 

the accurate answers. 

Students' answers on the test were categorized into three types: correct answers, 

approximate answers, and incorrect answers. These are all presented in their 

percentages. Following is the table that shows how students' answers on the short-term 

test were distributed in these three categories. The numbers are percentages of one out 

of the thirty questions. For example, on the short-term test, the average percentages for 

one question answered by the experimental group show that 45% of answers were 

correct, 7 .2% of answers were approximate answers, and 4 7. 7% of answers were 

incorrect. 

Observation 1: 

Table 17 shows the average percentage distributed on each question. The 

average percentage of correct and approximate answers for the control group is 29.8%. 
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This percentage is lower than that of the experimental group, 52.2%. However, in some 

questions, the control group has a performance that is close to that of the experimental 

group. These are questions 4, 5, 6, 12, 21, 23, 25, 27, 28 and 29. They are shown in 

bold fonts in the table. On these questions, the control group has a high percentage of 

correct or approximate answers. 

The same phenomenon is also found in the long-term test (See Table 18). The 

average percentage of correct and approximate answers for the control group is 12.55%. 

This percentage is much lower than that of the experimental group, 50.76%. 

However, in some questions, the control group's performance is close to that of 

the experimental group. These are questions 7, 11, 21, 28. They are shown in bold fonts 

in Table 18. On these questions, the control group has higher percentages of correct and 

approximate answers. 
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Table 17 

Responses to Individual Questions on Short-term Test 

I Correct answers I Approximate answers I Incorrect answers 
C E C E C E 

1 ~ wang 23.2 88.3 76.8 11.7 
2 rm yu 7.9 35.3 23 64.7 69.1 
3 ~rlj si 23.2 35.4 29.4 76.9 35.2 

4 !II guo 61.6 82.5 38.4 17.5 

5 ~ zhong 23.1 23.6 76.9 76.4 

6 ~an 61.6 47.l 38.4 52.9 

7 ff@ wei 7.9 23.7 46.1 41.1 46 35.2 

8 ~ ji 30.8 58.9 69.2 41.1 

9 * hen 30.8 70.6 69.2 29.4 
10 ~ jing 23.2 53.1 11.7 76.9 35.2 
11 ~ liu 15.4 53 84.6 47 

12 IDJJ@ peng 30.8 47.2 69.2 52.8 

13 9pt wen 53.9 82.4 46.1 17.6 
14 !IT ding 30.9 76.6 69.1 23.4 

15 foJ ke 15.4 29.5 84.6 70.5 

16 t~ li 23.1 64.8 76.9 35.2 
17 1i@ jia 23.1 41.2 76.9 58.8 
18 fri5 gu 7.8 41.4 92.2 58.7 
19 ~t mao 38.5 64.8 61.5 35.2 
20 ~ zheng 30.8 35.4 23.5 69.2 41.1 
21 ~nu 38.6 29.5 61.4 70.5 

22 & ji 7.7 17.8 92.3 82.2 
23 ~ yi 23.2 17.8 76.8 82.2 

24 jilu 23.2 47.1 76.9 52.9 
25 1f zha 23.1 11.9 17.6 76.9 70.5 

26 f* ke 15.4 41.3 11.7 84.6 47 
27 ilfil hui 38.5 17.7 61.5 82.3 

28 ig guan 30.8 35.3 69.2 64.7 

29 =;-± h" 
iJJC.' Z I 30.9 29.5 69.1 70.5 

30 . ~ sheng 30.8 76.6 17.6 69.2 5.8 
Average 27.498 45.001 2. 303 7.243 70.199 47.756 

C = control group 
E = experimental group 
All numbers are presented as percentages 
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Table 18 

Responses to Individual Questions on Long-term Test 

Correct answers I Approximate answers I Incorrect answers 
C E C E C E 

1 t!f! dan 7.69 58.82 5.88 92.3 29.41 
2 fK li 7.69 58.82 5.88 92.3 29.41 
3 ~ Ian 7.69 41.17 5.88 92.3 47.05 
4 ~ huang 7.69 58.82 92.3 35.3 
5 fCi dian 15.38 47.05 17.64 84.6 29.41 
6 lf* Cal 7.69 52.94 5.88 92.3 35.3 
7 II piao 30.76 41.17 5.88 69.2 47.05 

8 Ill yao 23.07 76.47 7.69 69.2 17.64 

9 ~ ling 7.69 64.7 5.88 92.3 23.53 
10 D fu 7.69 17.64 92.3 76.47 
11 HI'# pan 30.76 11.76 7.69 76.47 61.5 5.88 
12 ~ hai 41.17 15.38 11.76 84.6 35.3 
13 rulZ fan 15.38 52.94 11.76 84.6 29.41 
14 ==to a-r shi 15.38 41.17 7.69 17.64 76.9 35.3 
15 fJ8 tang 15.38 64.7 7.69 76.9 29.41 

16 ~ qm 23.53 100 70.59 
17 * yuan 29.41 100 64.7 
18 ft jiao 23.53 5.88 100 64.7 
19 ~ qi 23.53 11.76 100 58.82 
20 fl song 29.41 7.69 5.88 92.3 58.82 
21 '[~ qing 23.07 47.05 76.9 47.05 

22 *~ Ii 47.05 100 47.05 
23 m fang 15.38 35.3 84.6 58.82 
24 ~ lai 7.69 64.7 7.69 84.6 29.41 
25 ii bao 7.69 58.82 7.69 84.6 35.3 
26 $1 fan 23.53 5.88 100 64.7 
27 (tg yu 15.38 17.64 7.69 41.17 76.9 35.3 
28 ft huan 15.38 29.41 7.69 5.88 76.9 58.82 

29 ~ qi 11.76 7.69 17.64 92.3 64.7 
30 ¥E ba 47.05 17.64 100 29.41 
Average 9.484 41.368 3.076 9.409 87.423 49.223 

C = control group 
E = experimental group 
All numbers are presented as percentages 
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Observation 2: 

One explanation for the answers found on the tests of the control group are that 

some students in the control group mistook radicals for the phonetic stem. Table 1 9 is 

a demonstration of some answers found on students' tests: 

Table 19 
Examples of Control Group's Errors 

questions Pronunciation Students' answers 

:k wang nu 
{- jing ri 

~ nu xm 
J._ Jl shan 

-M gu nu 

These answers may suggest that students who were not taught the phonetic-

ideographic rules also were looking for clues to the pronunciation; however, lacking the 

knowledge of phonetic-ideographic rules, they chose the wrong element. 

Findin~: 

Observation 1 and observation 2 on the performance of the control group may 

indicate that students were forming some rules without being taught the phonetic-

ideographic rules. Larsen-Freeman and Long (1994) refer to Chomsky's theory about 

language acquisition, and suggest that second language learning, similar to first language 

learning, is also a product of rule formation. They state "Chomsky posited a theory in 
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which humans were thought to possess a certain innate predisposition to induce the rules 

of the target language from the input to which they were exposed" (p.57). 

In his book about the psychological theory of Chinese processing, Ye ( 1990) 

suggests that the Chinese saying "You bian du bian, mei bian du zhong jian" may be a 

reflection of the. psychological process native speakers go though while pronouncing a 

Chinese character. This supports Chomsky's theory about the innate predisposition of 

humans to fomi rules from the input. In other words, when encountering a Chinese 

character, one looks for the phonetic element in order to pronounce the character. On 

the rare-character test of my experiment, the native speakers indeed outperformed the 

other two groups. This may also explain why some of the control group students 

seemed to look for the phonetic stems and wrote answers that were close to the accurate 

answers. 

Although the control group appeared to have formed their own rules to 

pronounce characters, and performed well on some questions, their overall performance 

was significantly lower than that of the experimental group. This may suggest that with 

the help of phonetic-ideographic rules, students in the control group may be able to get 

more correct and approximate answers. 

0 bservation 3: 

In addition to the quantifiable test scores collected which show that CCRM is a 

more efficient way of teaching Chinese, other observations of a non-quantifiable nature 

are also valuable and should be discussed. They are students' reactions toward CCRM 
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versus the traditional approach, and the method that students found easier to learn. 

It was obvious, according to my observation, that students taught by the 

traditional method experienced greater frustration and had less confidence than did 

students in the experimental group. Many students in the control group found it 

difficult to memorize the large number of characters taught in the character packet. The 

following are some complaints and reactions cited from the control group students. 

"How are we going to memorize so many characters!?" 

"Man, this is impossible!" 

"I know I'm gonna do very bad. I hope I don't mess up your research." 

Students taught by the Concentrated Character Recognition Method, unlike the 

control group, showed great interest and confidence in the character learning sessions. 

Many students came to class with a high level of energy and spirit. They appeared to 

enjoy the instruction on phonetic-ideographic rules, and enjoyed the activities on 

learning the phonetic stem. The following are some student reactions to the learning 

of phonetic-ideographic rules: 

"This is interesting and helpful!" 

"I have learned so much more in one term than I did in a year!" 

"Cai lao shi (teacher cai), I spend a lot of time studying the phonetic stem in 

the character packet, I hope I can do OK on the test." 

Although students in the control group, unlike the experimental group, found 

memorizing the pronunciation difficult, students of both groups seemed to appreciate 
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the lessons on radicals. Both groups expressed great interest in learning radicals, and 

participated enthusiastically in the character learning activities. With the absence of 

instruction on phonetic-ideographic rules, the control group received much more 

practice on the radicals than the experimental group. Regardless of the frustration of 

sound memorization, students in the control group seemed to enjoy the lessons on 

character learning. 

Based on both the quantifiable findings and my observations throughout the 

treatment, it is my opinion that teaching phonetic-ideographic rules is popular with 

students, and was indeed beneficial to the students in this study. 

Limitations to the Study 

There are some limitations to this study. First, it was the investigator's ideal to 

continue this study through a longer period of time. However, this research was done in 

one academic quarter because some students do not continue to study Chinese after one 

quarter is over, and students often switch to a different class due to their personal class 

schedule. For these reasons, carrying out the research beyond one academic quarter was 

not an option for the investigator. 

Some students in the experimental group did not write down the pronunciation, 

instead, they circled the phonetic stems. This implies that students were able to tell 

which was the phonetic element; however, one term was not long enough for them to 

memorize the pronunciation. 
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There are other factors related to the behaviors and motivations of the students 

that might have also affected the results of the study. The first one was that some 

students were absent and thus missed some classes that might have affected their 

performance on tests. Moreover, students were aware that none of the test scores would 

affect their final. grades; thus they might not have taken the tests as seriously as they 

would have if the tests could affect their grades. This was especially serious when the 

long-term test was held. Due to the schedule, the long-term test was held close to the 

final exam week at the university. Since their final exam was very important in terms of 

deciding their grades, it was very possible that students might not have taken the 

character test as seriously as they did their final exam. After the test, some students told 

the investigator that they did not have time to study for the long-term test. 

Conclusion 

For native speakers of Mandarin Chinese, the subconscious knowledge of 

phonetic-ideographic rules helps them in memorizing, recalling, and guessing the 

pronunciation of Chinese characters. Moreover, the explicit teaching of phonetic-

ideographic rules was found to be beneficial to native speakers of Chinese. It was found 

in this study that the teaching of phonetic-ideographic rules was beneficial also to 

learners of Chinese as a second language. 

The results of this study show that the Concentrated Character Recognition 

Method benefits students in terms of character learning more than the traditional 
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approach. Students in the experimental group outperformed their counterparts in the 

control group on all three tests: short-term, long-term, and rare character tests. 

One thing suggested by this study is that the conscious knowledge of phonetic-

ideographic rules may help American students of Chinese to recall and predict Chinese 

characters in a way that is close to the proficiency level of a native speaker. 

Teaching phonetic-ideographic rules can strengthen the link between the printed 

characters and the pronunciation. 

The learning of phonetic-ideographic rules can be especially beneficial to 

American students of Chinese who are used to learning words with phonological hints 

provided in the print. 

Overall, I believe that having the knowledge of phonetic-ideographic rules will 

not only improve character retention, and help to predict new characters more 

accurately, but also, it will give students more confidence and control in learning 

Chinese characters. Too much frustration and anxiety could make learning more 

difficult and less successful. Learning phonetic-ideographic rules can increase the 

confidence level of learning. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

One limitation of this study was that the experiment lasted for only one 

academic quarter. The investigator is curious about the results of an experiment that 
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lasts more than one academic quarter. Might the results be different if the treatment is 

longer, and students have more time to demonstrate their progress? 

This study was carried out on first-year learners of Chinese who had very little 

or no knowledge of phonetic-ideographic rules. What effect would knowledge of 

phonetic-ideographic rules have on learners who already have studied Chinese for more 

than a year and have unconsciously formed some phonetic-ideographic rules? More 

research could also be conducted on advanced students to find out how well they apply 

phonetic-ideographic rules. 
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CONSENT FORM 

I, , agree to take part in this research project on 

Teaching Chinese Phonetic-ideograph Rules to English-speaking Students. 

I understand that the study involves instructions on Chinese characters, one pretest, 

one short-term test, one long-term test, and one rare-character test. I am also informed 

that I will be getting thirty minutes of instruction on Chinese phonetic-ideographic 

rules every week, and the evaluation will take place over the eleven week period. 

Jillian Ji-fen Tsai has told me that the purpose of this study is to learn phonetic

ideographic rules which may help me recognize the pronunciation of Chinese 

characters. 

I may not receive any direct benefit from taking part in this study. But the study 

may help to increase knowledge that may help others in the future. 

Jillian Ji-fen Tsai has offered to answer any questions I have about the study and 

what I am expected to do. She has promised that all information I give will be kept 

confidential to the extend permitted by law, and that the names of all people in the 

study will be kept confidential. 

I understand that I do not have to take part in this study, and that I may withdraw 

from this study without affecting my course grade or my relationship with Portland 

State University. 

I have read and understand the above information and agree to take part in this study. 

Date: ------------ Signature:------------

If you have concerns or questions about this study, please contact the chair of the 
Human Subjects Research Review Committee, Research and Sponsored Projects, 105 
Neuberger Hall, Portland State University, 5031725-3417. You may also contact the 
researcher, Jillian Ji-fen Tsai, at 725-7715. 
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Chinese Characters Pretest 

1. ~ 16. &g 

2. ~ 17. + 
3. 1i 18. ~ 

4. ~ 19. .I.. 

5. ~ 20 . 1*.. 

6. .f 21. Jj 

7. .ft 22. i 

8. :i" 23. -ti 

9. -*- 24. -l>t. 

10. 6J 25. * 
11. ~ 26. ~ 

12. ~!% 27. 5k 

13. aJJ 28. if 

14. * 29. ;t_ 

15. ~ 30. J:. 
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Name: ------

Class: ------

l.~ 2. rn1 
a. a female dancer a. to imprison 
b. death b. I, me 
c. false, reckless c. enclosure 
d. to marry d. Chinese language 

3. ~~ 4. !film 
a. to wait upon a. nationality 
b. a company b. to slap 
c. phrases c. cricket, grasshopper 
d. to feed d. to circle 

5. ~ 6. g~ 
a. inner garment a. quiet 
b. in between b. amine (chemical) 
c. sign, to show c. gas 
d. a huge bird d. cattle 

7. rm 8. ii~ 
a. to have a. to hit, to crush 
b. name of a river b. how many 
c. meat c. a tall mountain in China 
d. tuna fish d. jetty, breakwater 

9. * 10. _§. 
--~ 

a. phoenix a. capital of a country 
b. stupid, dull b. view, prospects 
c. measure word for books c. movies 
d. mole d. to forgive 
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11. ~ 12. fill~ 
a. tumor a. friends 
b. roof b. animal meat 
c. pomegranate c. huge fabulous bird 
d. to keep, to maintain d. long snake with feet 

13. wt 14. §T 
a. article a. a single person 
b. to smell b. a surname 
c. mosquito c. sun light 
d. ripples on water d. to keep ones eye on 

15. foJ 16. ti 
a. an ax-handle a. a Chinese mile 
b. big rivers b. to pity, feel sad 
c. a pair of wheels c. carp fish 
d. maybe d. inside, lining 

17. ~ 1s. M 
a. to add more a. wild mushrooms 
b. strength b. aunt, girl 
c. dress worn by monks c. ancient trees 
d. to fight fiercely d. to deceive 

19. §t 20. ~ 
a. dull, dim-sighted a. kites 
b. to crawl, creep b. hibiscus (type of flower) 
c. hair on face c. children 
d. aged people d. to fight for 

21. ~ 22. & 
a. to strive, exert a. grade, step 
b. baby girls b. mountain top 
c. slaves c. and, also 
d. anger, rage d. mountain chicken 



23. ~ 
a. king 
b. black stone like jade 
c. vmegar 
d. doctors 

2s. rr 
a. to do 
b. yesterday 
c. to draw, to pull 
d. to deep fry 

27. irfil 
a. whirlpool 
b. enclosure 
c. to return 
d. to close the mouth 

29. g 
a. magazme 
b. thigh bones 
c. mole (on the face) 
d. dried meat 

24. JIE 
a. to record 
b. dark green 
c. to go carefully 
d. official salary 

26. f* 
a. fruits on the tree 
b. lessons 
c. a name applied to many trees 
d. grain ready for grinding 

28.~ 
a. a tube, flute 
b.hall 
c. officer 
d. metal boxes 

30. ~ 
a. to give birth to children 
b. new, raw 
c. a wild flower 
d. a Chinese musical instrument 
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1.1' 
a. to dust 
b. single 
c. to bounce 
d. Sheet, blanket 

3. ~ii 
a. dishes 
b. to overflow 
c. lamp, light 
d. sand 

5. fr!i 
a. a shop 
b. to stand 
c.hall 
d. a flaw injade 

7. m 
a. west gate 
b. a kind of insect 
c. tickets 
d. to whirl in the air 

9. ~ 
a. a feather 
b. to order 
c. large homed-owl 
d. antelope 
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Class: ------

Name: _____ _ 

2. ii 
a. name of a place 
b. various colors 
c. a married couple 
d. to grasp 

4.~ 
a. yellow 
b. beer 
c. barley 
d. springs 

6.lE* 
a. many-colored material 
b. to step on 
c. rake without teeth 
d. to mutter, mumble 

8. Of 
a. chirping of grasshopper 
b. to want 
c. fat, swollen 
d. beautiful woman 

10. ~1: 
a. belly 
b. to repeat 
c. fragrance 
d. ripe grain 
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11. ff 12. t~ 
a. windows a. rotten meat 
b. to stir b. ought to, should 
c. half c. bones of the body 
d. a path dividing fields d. air bladder of fish 

13. ~,& 14. ~ 
a. to listen, hear a. poetry 
b. meals b. to serve, wait upon 
c. a film over the eye c. temple 
d. to trade, sell d. dirt 

15. ±)!f 16. ~ 
a. a dynasty in Chinese history a. a pool 
b.pond b. a ball 
c. soup c. to beg for 
d. to put out fire d. fur garment 

17. 11 18. ~ 
a. robe a. to scorch 
b. far b. to sacrifice 
c.ape c. west wind 
d. to put off d. to roast meat 

19. ~ 20. fl 
a. game of chess a. male mountain chicken 
b. to chew, munch b. luxurious growth of 
c. to cheat vegetation 
d. a fabulous animal c. pine tree 

d. to lift, raise 

21. 'fW 22. *-'1 
a. dark blue a. to leave 
b. affections, feelings b. bridal ornament 
c. to stir, mix c. small bird 
d. to bribe d. grass and weeds 
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23. m- 24. ~ 
a. squares a. timber for boats 
b. to spin, weave b. name of a river 
c. house, room c. rice fields 
d. to loosen d. a kind of eel 

25. ~ 26. rjJI 
a. to run a. to upset, open 
b. to wrap b. tomato 
c. clear, pure c. a banner 
d. hail stones d. dragon-fly 

27.~ 28.Jl 
a. irregular teeth a. a hole, nest 
b. five people b. a gate 
c. shark c. to return 
d. strong liquor d. a large domain 

29. ~~ 30.,~ 
a. partridge a. target 
b. to ride b. scar 
c. big deer c. a wheel 
d. uneven, rough d. a last name 
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Schedule for the Control Group 

1. First class: Introduction of Radicals (Based on Mathews' Chinese English 
Dictionary) 

2. Introduction of 12 commonly seen radicals. 

3. Introduction of 12 more commonly seen radicals. 

4. Introduction of 11 more commonly seen radicals. 

5. Characters containing 5 commonly seen radicals. 

6. Characters containing 5 commonly seen radicals 

7. Characters containing 5 commonly seen radicals 

8. Characters containing 2 commonly seen radicals 

9. Characters containing 5 commonly seen radicals 

10. Characters containing 3 commonly seen radicals 

11. Characters containing 4 commonly seen radicals 

12. Characters containing 3 commonly seen radicals 

13. Characters containing 5 commonly seen radicals 

14. More radicals: 16 less commonly seen radicals. 

15. More radicals: 18 less commonly seen radicals. 

16. More radicals: 26 less commonly seen radicals. 

Mathews, R.H. (1943). Mathews' Chinese English Dictionary. Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press. 
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LESSON PLAN C-1 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes. 
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Teaching Objective: To teach students how to identify the position ofradicals. 
Teaching Materials: Handouts of ways of finding radicals. 

Handout: 

* The Radical is from the list of 214 Radicals, the Phonetic is the other half of the 
character. The Phonetic can sometimes be another Radical itself, as in 

lli:~cffil:~ 

* The Radical should give a clue to the meaning of a character a 

* A good deal of difficulty will be found in knowing under what radical to look for 
any particular character. The radical may occupy any part of the character. 

It may be at the top, as t"r in ~ 
or at the bottom, as lIIJ. in f&ii. 
ontheleft,as ~ in*~ 
on the right, as {!§ in ~ 
surrounding it, as D in 1!!!J 
or in the middle of it, as O in mJ 
partially surrounding it, as ~ in m 
or the radical may be split in two, enclosing the phonetic, as tx. in ~ 
Sometimes it is mixed up with the phonetic, as n in ¥} 

How to find the Radical: 

1. First you have to consider whether the character is a radical itself. Thus tf~r%'D 
=$ _35: are themselves radicals. 

2. If the character is not a radical , the next step is to break it into two parts. In two 
cases out of three there will be one part on the right hand and another on the 
left such as fii! ffil ¥I· Or the division may be horizontal, one half being above, 
the other beneath, and in this case the division is not quite so simple as in ~ ~ 
~Ji. Or one half may enclose the other on two or more sides, as~&~ 
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3. If one of the two parts is a radical and the other is not, obviously we must look 
for it under that part which is a radical; as, 8:1IZ{;' which come from 1¥J~T~ 
respectively, the other halves not being radicals. 

4. If both halves of a character are radicals, the following rules may be applied: 
a. If the character consists of a right-hand and a left-hand half, The left-hand 
half is usually the radical; as, for instance, {§:JJO '[;;!( ~01$'11filEIJ3fN 

!!!Exceptions: The radicals 7JjJ)(ff-:'.A.E.1E,~J )tare generally found on the 
right side of the character, but they are often the radical. 

*The rule that the left-hand portion of the character is the radical also holds in cases 
where the radical extends to two or more sides of the character ~9tm~· 

b. If the character consists of an upper and lower half, both being radicals, the lower 
half is usually the radical. As, for instance, ,ljSI,~**~~ 

! ! ! Exceptions: The following radical are placed at the top of the character , and they 
are the radicals: ~~ tt 1\ [9 ITTJT\ ...:- ~. 

* These rules will dispose of 95% of the characters. 



LESSON PLAN C-2 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To teach 12 radicals and provide examples. 

Teaching Materials: Blackboard. 

/ 

zhu A_ren man 11: 
7Jdao knife !tl ge 

/. 
enclosure 

/, 

D we1 li!I we1 

±tu earth Jfg di ..,, 
ft nil y~ 

... 
woman mang 

~ mian roof w SU 
1-U shan mountain ~ 

•/ 

xia 
1L\ Xln heart ~ 

. ' man 
.=f. shou hand ti zhuo 

B ri' ~ 
, 

sun qmg 

*mu tree ~ zhuo 
1.1< shui water Yi!ilJ hu 

Procedures: 
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I. Show students how radicals represent real objects, draw pictures on the board. 
II. Practice pronouncing radicals, and give the meaning. 
III. Provide with examples containing the radicals, and point out where they locate 

in each character. 



LESSON PLAN C-3 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review 12 radicals in the first lesson. 

To teach 12 more radicals and provide examples. 

Teaching Materials: Blackboard. 

!k huo fire ~ zhu 
A quan dog 11 lie 
.n yu jade ~ zhu 
r chuang disease ~ tong 
§ mu eye om shui 
71' shi sign ffi$ sh en 

*he grain fl zhong 

tt zhu bamboo * br 

*mi silk w bang 
~ rdu meat, flesh )ff gan 

~* cao grass 3} fen 
£H hui insect ~ -XI 

Procedures: 

I. Review old radicals: 
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Write radicals on the board and ask students to identify them, and to say what they 
represent, until students are familiar with the radicals. 

II. Teach new radicals: 
1. Show students how radicals represent real objects, draw pictures on the board. 
2. Practice pronouncing radicals, and give the meaning. 
3. Provide with examples containing the radicals, and point out where they locate in 

each character. 



LESSON PLAN C-4 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review 24 radicals in the previous lessons. 

To teach 11 more radicals and provide examples. 

Teaching Materials: Blackboard. 

1X yf clothing m " qun 
~ 

speech ~E. 
.., 

l=I yan 1:11:::r yu 
1'II che vehicle ~ lun 
L chuo halt ~ tao 
:ili: jfn metal, gold ~N 

,, 
ym 

jt sh1 food R& fan 
I~ ma horse .~ 

,, 
qi 

ta / fish ~ x1an "'" yu 
.~ niao bird .~ tuo 

D kou mouth ~ he 
Esh( stone ii BJ 

... 
pao 

Procedures: 

I. Review old radicals: 
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Write radicals on the board and ask students to identify them, and to say what they 
represent, until students are familiar with the radicals. 

II. Teach new radicals: 
1. Show students how radicals represent real objects, draw pictures on the board. 
2. Practice pronouncing radicals, and give the meaning. 
3. Provide with examples containing the radicals, and point out where they locate 

in each character. 



LESSON PLAN C-5 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
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Teaching Objective: To review 35 radicals taught in the previous lessons. 
To teach characters containing radicals, JJ± AD !J:... 

Teaching Materials: First lesson in the Control Group Character Packet. 
Transparency of Lesson 1. 

Lesson 1: 

Radical: 7J Radical: D 

- solid, firm ~ 
v 

to imprison llilJU gang yu 
•' to rob 

, 
~u piao ~ guo country 

*U ' pan to judge ml you limited 

~u ke to carve @] hui to return 

ffj 11 sharp l2:J ·" prisoner qm 

ffil ling jail 
Radical: ± 

Radical: !J:.. 
£ JI foundation 

/ 

city, town - mother ~ cheng 9,~ ma 

:tJ8 
/ 

tang pond @IS n<i elegant 

~ shu school 9i5 -gu aunt 

fl fan grave !!St yi' newborn baby 31:: 

~ ·" to visit prostitutes piao 
Radical: A ~'~ 

, 
daughter in law XI 

ffi 
v 

five people ~f. ' to scorn, insult WU man 

{,~ ' to scold tt xihg last name ma 

ff "' careful ~ ff wifes of brothers ZI 
'(ii] si I c1 to wait upon m / 

beautiful woman e 
f rp zhong mid, second 

1PJ he which 

1JJD 
.. -

Buddist term Jia 

f:N chang rash, wildly 

f& 
. , 

empty, unreal JI 

f'F ' to write zuo 
f'§ guan animal keeper 

~ ·' light, airy piao 

f 8 bo uncle 
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Procedures: 

I. Review 35 radicals: 

I .Give each students cards written with characters containing different radicals. 
2.Students first identify the radicals contained in the characters written on their 

card, and then they circle around the class, and find the student whose 
character contains the same radical. 

3. When two characters that contain the same radical are matched, students put 
them on the board, and later read them to the class. 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: 7J± .AD 1;(. 
1. Review the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says" to carve". 
and the students answer " the character has the radical 7J(knife ). " 

3. Then students find the character that ha the meaning "to carve", and pronounce it. 
4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 

judgement quickly and accurately. 



LESSON PLAN C-6 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± A.D ft. 

To teach characters containing radicals, A E3 L1J ,-'-? {,' • 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 2 in the Control Group Character Packet. 
Transparency of Lesson 2. 

Lesson 2 
Radical: A Radical: ,.;...., 

{~ li'ng actors ~ ' to be awake WU 

{~ ' to lay offerings * 
' a character gong Zl 

{~ sh1 to serve 3i: an calm, quiet 

it 
/ 

to ward off ~ "' to contain tang rong 

1* 
./ 

ornamental cap '§' officer qm guan 
. "' narrow, cra.'llped 

/ 

to complete {Jaj JU ~ wan 7G 
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15<: handsome * 
··- household, family JiaO Jia 

~ 
.... 

to imitate xiao 

{ti gu to estimate Radical: {;' 
{tx 

..... 
Russia e 

C:: - to forget 
JD,'\ 

wang 
Radical: E3 'IR ' to come to realize WU 

BR wU to meet face to face 'l't 
~ 

busy mang 

£ stars, planets 'I'§ .v 
awaken xmg .lj!. Jmg 

8* liang to dry in the sun ti 11 to pity, sad 

B'F 
/ 

yesterday t& chang disappointed zuo 

~ 
v 

late, night 
.... 

furious wan ~ nu 

~ sh1 time, season ·1~ "' emotions qmg 

~ sheng light 'l'lrlJ 
/ 

moaning with pain tong 

8Pf 
~ 

fine, clear sky dan to shrink from qmg '1¥ 
t~ di an to think about 

Radical: L1J 'I'S ' to fear pa 
m e high, steep 'ti kui confused, dazed 
,_,_, 

beng to collapse r:f::I zhong loyal, faithful ijJ3 J~' 

ruit] 
..., 

a hill in Hunan t± shi' be contemptuous gou -;j 
.......... a peak in Henan 't~ 

... 
slow ~ song man 

& 
. ./ v 

to bear, endure JI precanous ?J ren 

~ 
/ 

rugged, rough qi 
U@ zheng steep. towering 



Procedures: 

I. To review characters containing radicals, JJ± A.D ft 
Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: A. El Ll-J r7 {,, . 

1. Review the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
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2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 
which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says " star", 
and the students answer" the character has the radical El (sun, planet)." 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "star", and pronounce the 
character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 



LESSON PLAN C-7 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
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Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± A.D t;( B 
r I r ' ' J-J-1 ,.-, I l_; \ • 

To teach characters containing radicals, .=f. ~ * !k_ 1.1'. 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 3 in the Control Group Character Packet. 

Transparency of Lesson 3. 

Lesson 3 

Radical: .=f. radical:* 

~ 
. .., 

to twist with fingers 1N hen ruthless 
IC.' 

man 

Mi 
/ 

to slap 1JR xing chimp guo 

iti ' an to press 11 11 fox 

~ fil to support with hand ~ zheng ferocious .., 
to roll up 

/ 

It wan * yuan ape 

1* "· to pick 1f:iJ 
~ 

dog Cal gou 

~ ban to stir 

~ dan to dust radical: !k 
tQi di an to weigh in hand iE. ··- scorched 

II\'\ 
JlaO 

ti ling to lift t~ deng light, lamp 

m " to cup one hand in ~j; chao to fry gong 
the other in greeting YF zha to deep fry 

1§ ba'o to embrace m / 

wan alkane( Chem.) 
:t,&: ban to pull, twist t§ 

.... 
fire cracker pao 

~ zha to press, extract ~ shu ripe, cooked 

ti lan to bring to one's side 
Radical: 1.1' 

Radical: ~ 1~ liang cool 

~~ "' agate ~Wi liii slip away ma 

WJ ke inferior kind of jade ~ y1 ripples 
f_I 11 structure of material ii'iJ he nver 
£'§ " stone tube ~ 

.... 
clean guan Jlng 

/ 

tai Iilt huan ring, bracelet it wash out 

fl huang jade (semi-circular) i~ 
/ 

to melt rong 
fr:!i di an a flaw in jade 1j) sha sand 

f8 ' amber WIT dong hole po 

ffJ I{ng tinkling of jade ~ hui whirlpool 

~ zhu pearl, beads ~ Ian to flood 



Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, JJ± .AD ti:.. B Ll.J ~,c,, 
Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: .=f. _3S. -f.: )< 7}c. 
1. Review the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
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2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 
which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says "amber". 
and the students answer" the character has the radical _3S. (jade)." 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "amber", and pronounce 
the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 



LESSON PLAN C-8 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
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Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± A.D !;( B 
w ,h ,~, -¥ 35: -A x 1.J<. 

To teach characters containing radicals, 1..k *· 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 4 in the Control Group Character Packet. 

Transparency of Lesson 4. 

Lesson 4 
Radical: 1..k ' a type of oak rF zuo 

.- to float * 
v 

fruits ~ piao guo 

¥8 b6 lake 

** 
ke measure word 

y]L / 
name of a river ~ tong phoenix tree yuan 

yje " to wash ~ biao mark, sign wan 

~ ' pool :f8 bo pan cypress 

i!t 
/ 

name of a river m v 
post, pillar 

/' 
q1 gong 

~ name of a river fll 
,, 

cabinet song gm 
yliJ 11 water dripping t& ban board, plank 

r* lai name of a river ~ 11 pear 

¥P2 ' to soak t~ 
,/ 

woodcutter pao qiao 

¥w shan basket for catching m / 

chess q1 
fish fl song pme 

~ ' to overflow w zha to extract by man 
pressing 

Radical: * tJj fang tree used for ,, 
m WU Chinese parasol tree boats 

~ ' head-board of a bed w /, 

plum, prune ma me1 

~ machine m / 

bastard banian Jl rong 

ffii liu pomegranate 

* ben measure word 

foJ 
,, 

chair y1 

tOJ ke axe-handle 

ti ff basket 

& .. ' to proofread JlaO 

@ zh! hand cuffs 

ffi ku dried up, withered 

t~ cheng orange 
/ 

ffi fen elm with white bark 
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Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J±A.D ft B w r-"7{,,-=¥- JS: 7\. )( 7_K. 
Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: 1Jol<e
l. Review the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says" pear", 
and the students answer" the character has the radical* (tree)". 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "pear", and pronounce the 
character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN C-9 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, JJ± .AD --.!;( 8 

r1I ~ 1[,\ -¥ 35: 7:. x J,/( *· 
To teach characters containing radicals, tt 71( 7G § ] . 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 5 in the Control Group Character Packet. 
Transparency of Lesson 5. 

Lesson 5 
Radical: tt Radical: § 

* hen stupid, dull o== mang blind 13 
Jj[i 

.. -
reed leaf whistle §J ding to keep an eye on Jla 

'ES ha fence IW zheng to open eyes wide 

?& deng large umbrella Im deng to stare 

~ zheng stringed instrument H!; 
./ 

to look, to see qrno 

~ 
. ,, 

book box ~ la1 to look at Jl 
/ 

tube-shape object pupils ~h- tong §~ Jlilg IQ] 

if 
,, 

pipe, flute HN 
v 

guan yan eyes 

II Ian basket 

o/S b6 bamboo tray, foil Radical: ;J-

• I( fence 11{ hen mark, trace 

BJ " basket trap for fish iffj Iiu tumor gou 

fi ding malignant boil 
Radical: 71( g zh1 mole 

~ ·" . . 
~ ha man npe gram scar 

f* ke grain for grinding ~ sha heatstroke 

m da'o nee w zha swellings, sores 

* 
., 

beautiful ~ dan wearied XlU 

fjc qm autumn fr!i di an malarial fever 

w zhbng to plant jj prno whitlow 

11 hu'o to harvest !,! 
,, 

polyp us Xl 

®". 
/ 

pimple pao 
Radical: 7G m zhi' hemorrhoids 
ffr,~ ma sacrifice to the god 1fsJ 

/ 

moaning with pain tong 

ffiPJ 
/ 

ancestral shrine Cl 

fftfT 
/ 

spirit of the earth q1 
ffr!j! chan to worship nature 

ff ' fortune of a nation zuo 

ffrJ " fortunate, luck q1 
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Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J ±AD ti:. B W ,.:-., 1L' -'f- .::Ji jt !)( 7j( *· 
Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: 11 * 7G § f' . 
1. Review the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says " scar", 
and the students answer" the character has the radical.;- (sickness)". 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "scar", and pronounce the 
character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN C-10 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± A.D tz:. B 

LlJ hi[;'-¥:± -AV<. 11< *11*7G § ('" · 
To teach characters containing radicals, ~~ ER ~ . 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 6 in the Control Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 6 

Radical: ~~ 

~ 
/ 

mmg 
tU ;{ 

~ 
/ 

rong 
-+I- ke PJ" 
fey he' 

~ 
··-JiaO 

-
~ gu 

ku =/5 
-++- ba ES 

fen ~ 
1j 

.. '\ 

JIU 

~ sha 

~ Ian 

* 
'. 

Cal 

~ 
. / 

prno 

~ ling 

~ 
-. gai 

~ 
/ 

pm 
fl] 11 
~ 

I. 

'f5J= me1 

~ JiaO 

lt ji/ q( 

Iii I( 

' * lai 
§ bao 

~ fan 

Transparency of Lesson 6. 

Radical: ER 
tender tea leaves !IL~ 

... 
ma 

hibiscus 
/ 

~ guo 
hibiscus ~ Jl 
severe ~j( fll 
water lily !!& 

/ 

wen 
aquatic grass 9'St 

.. -
JlaO 

mushroom !RF zha 
bitter 

/. 

gum hm 
plantain banana 
sweet smell 

/ • huang 
old 

/ 

t! tang 
sage used for ~~ qing 
raincoat 
blue Radical: ~ 
vegetable IW xmg 
duck-weed 
fungus H3i: an 
roots of plants IIT gang 
apple H~ zhang 
white jasmine H~ fil 
berry HI 

-yao 
banana JJjj fang 
wovwn grass Hfil bao 
grass, weed ijJJ ' ren 
wild herbs lfF ' zuo 
bud 
tomato ~ prno 

ants 
cricket 
louse, aphis 
water beetle 
mosquito 
dragon 
grass hopper 
round worm, 
ascarid 
horse leech 
a kind of cicada 
dragonfly 

raw meat, 
bad smell 
amine 
the anus 
to feel bloated 
abdomen 
waist 
fat 
cell 
tough, hard 
flesh offered to 
ancestors 
fat swollen horse 
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Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J ±AD -fr._ B L1J .-'"71~' -=f 33: ":k :)( 7j<_ 
*t15f: 7G §,( . 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: !Ji~ ER ~· 
1. Review the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says "cricket", 
and the.students answer" the character has the radical ER (insect)". 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "cricket", and pronounce 
the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN C-11 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± .AD 1;( B 

rll ~ ,~,-¥ _=tt * :k 7.l<. *11%:7G a .Y ~~EH ~· 
To teach characters containing radicals, * ?X ~ ±.._ . 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 7 in the Control Group Character Packet. 
Transparency of Lesson 7. 

Lesson 7 

Radical: * ~ 
.. -
Jia outer vestment worn 

~ 
,, 

man silk thread by Buddist monk 

*JJ ' to sew t& sha outer vestment worn ren 

* 
' disorderly by Buddist monk wen 

*:!5 fang spin, thin silk cloth f§ 
,, 

robe, gown pao 

~ 11 bridal ornament r~ bei cloth or paper pasted 

~ beng to tie, bind together 

~ 
v 

figured woven silk ~ 11 lining, inside q1 

®l 
/ 

lines ~ 
./ 

fur coat wen qm 

~ 
.. v 

hanging JiaO 

~ zht soft, delicate Radical: ~ 
*7} fen tangled, confused mOJ ' to feed SI 

~J' sha yam, gauze ~ JI hunger ':;y 

ff.W hmm fine silk ~ 
.. v 

stuffed dumplings JiaO 

• Ian thick rope, cable ~ 
v 

biscuits, pastry guo 

** 
"· coloured ~ fan meal Cal 

~ 
.v 

misty ~ baa full prno 
' 

t# bin cause to stumble, trip ~ 
/ 

steamed bun man 
yt to unravel 

..,, 
hall of exhibition ~ yg guan 

ti fan to interprete 

*& ·"' level, rank, step Radical: .i_. JI 

~ 
- main rope of a net ii-U to linger, dawdle gang ~ 

*-K zht paper ~ h~i to wind, circle 

tI hong red ~ hmm to return, tum 

~ 
... 

alas, signing sound jg fan to return YI 
v 

far ~ yuan 
Radical: ?X ~ 

··- used in translating Jla 

m fl lining, inside "ka" -sanscrit sound 

fl fil to repeat 

1ri la'n shabby, ragged 
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Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J ±AD fr:.. a rl.J ~ {j\ -=F ~ 7t j( 11< 
*tt * 7f\ El 1 IJI~ EH~-

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: * 1x. lt L. 
1. Review the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says "fur 
coat", and the students answer " the character has the radical 1x. (clothing)". 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "fur coat", and pronounce 
the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN C-12 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± AD ft B 

Ll-1~,c,,-=F.=is:7t x 11< *t'r ~JG§>) JI!~ ER~* 1£. itL· 
To teach characters containing radicals, a 3Z: !J[. 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 8 in the Control Group Character Packet. 
Transparency of Lesson 8. 

Lesson 8 ~ lun wheel 
Radical: a $}] ' to skid wheel to stop ren 
§.li 

., 
language liang measure word PP yu iY 

"' words, term for cars ~PJ Cl 

~ ·- to mock ~ 
.. ' 

Jl JlaO to compete 

~Jjt liang to forgive fHd sh ii to lose 

§J ding to book, subscribe 

80] he to scold Radical: ~ 
"' ~ii gu explinations of ~D ko'u bottons 

ancient words ~ 
.I 

engraved mmg 

~'F zha to deceive, cheat inscription 

~ ke lessson ~ 
- steel gang 

=<± zhl. magazine, records ~ "' pot or pan with i:i1W' q1 

~~ 
... 

feet yan saymg 

~ gai should jJ ding nail, to nail 

~ ' law suit ~ 
... 

to hold in custody song gu 

~ cheng honest ~ ba palladium (Chem.) 

W5 fang to visit ~%i zheng clank, clang 
=:E " request (please) ~* tai titanium aPJ qmg 

' to translate ~ 
.I' 

to fuse metals g' y1 rong 
§.fit, 

,, 
to insult ~J> chao rix man paper money 

§.J} ' to admit, recognize ~ lu to record 
f:IJw' ren 

~w sh'an to ridicule, slander ~ lian to forge, chain 
=:± 
a-t shi poetry ~ tong copper 

Radical: ]j[ 

fPJ ke a pair of wheels ,, 
~ yuan shaft of a cart 
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Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J ±.AD :tz: B rJJ ~,c,, -=¥- 3S. ":k !k 1..K 

*t1r ~ 70 El 1- !Ji~ :R ~ * TX. it ffi. · 
Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: 1=1 }fz: ]j[. 
1. Review the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says "copper", 
and the students answer" the character has the radical }fz: (metal)". 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "copper ", and pronounce 
the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN C-13 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± .AD ft B 

w ~ {,, -=F 3s: 7t * 7_j'( *11*7T\ §(" ~~ !E ~* 
1X. ltL~ ~-*· 

To teach characters containing radicals, ,~ i!;t, ,~ E D . 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 9 in the Control Group Character Packet. 
Transparency of Lesson 9. 

Lesson 9 
Radical: f!;t, liJlij 

,; 
sodium borate peng 

{B-'-
11\J.j!. jlng whale 119> sha sand 

*" 11 carp iil lu mediocre 

~ 
.. -

shark .fii huang sulphur JiaO 

~ sha shark ~ 
··- submerged rocks JiaO 

'~ huang sturgeon ~ qi game of chess 

~ bioo bladder of fish 1il!Z ' cannon, fire cracker pao 

ffe.~ shf a fish enters the river m deD.g steps on rock 
in May and returns 
in September Radical: D 

lai a kind of eel 0,1[© - interrogative particle ~ ma 

~ bao abalone .E 
, 

I, me p WU 
/ 

eel 
.... 

to read f!!t man ~ man 
fr@ ". tuna 0)1~ 

.., 
which we1 na 

,~.r.. 
- flying fish gong o~ ba final particle 

00} he breath out, to scold 
Radical: ,~ OJ ding to sting 

D 
/ 

huge fabulous bird o~ 
- onomatopoeia peng gu 

t~ gu partridge ~ ke to cough 

~ 
.. - turtledove 051 fen to instruct JIU 

• 11 oriole Ill yao chirping of grass 

~ 
.. - small bird, tit hopper JiaO 

lili large homed-owl 
/ n Ofil pao roar 

[!Jj; chao n01sy 
Radical: E nm 

.., 
to kiss wen 

fil 
-~ breakwater, jetty Jl 

ut1 zh1 I di' to polish, rock 
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Radical: ,~ 
I 

to ride f.rr qi .. \. 

to drive, ride JI Jla 
1t 

,, 
inferior horse nu 

~I l[ good black horse 

,~ 
/ 

spotted horse qi 

,~ liu bay horse with a 
black mane 

,~Jll 
/ to domesticate, tame xun 

~ 
,~ Jmg to terrify, frighten 

Procedures 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J±A.D ~B r1f ~,[;,-=¥_LA!}( 11< 
*tt 7F: /f\ §("!JI~ !R ~* 1R ~La 1fi :iji. 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: ,~ ffe,, ,~ 15 D. 
1. Review the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says "eel", 
and the students answer" the character has the radical -Ea (fish)". 

"'''' 
3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "eel", and pronounce the 

character. 
4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 

judgement quickly and accurately. 



LESSON PLAN C-14 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
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Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± A.D -Jx. B 
rli ~,c,, ~~-Ax 11< *'r17f: 7G §t° !JI~ ER~* 
::& ~ L a 3i !Ii .~ ffe"~ E D · 

To teach characters containing radicals, )E ~ 4 * ;E ~ riJ 
@ 1J 1J ~ * 15 ~ i~ll~. 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 10 in the Control Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 10 

Radical: )E 

lE* 
.... 

to step on Cal 

Im deng to step 

Im gen to follow, heel 

~ fll sit cross-legged 

m beng to jump, bounce 

JtX: ··- to wrestle JiaO 

~BJ " pao to run 

ffl fan paws of an animal 

Will 
. " JU to bend down 

Radical: 1( 

~ 
v 

musical instrument yu 
Jj( gong to attack 

~~ 
., 

to imitate xiao 

TI& zheng politics 

!!& 
... 

gu reason, cause 

~ fang to loosen, to let go 

Radical:~ 

e v irregular teeth yu 

fi ling front teeth, age 

Radical: 4 
ff 

... female cow Zl 

tt sheng cattle 

t!i " male cow, a bull gu 

Radical:* 

ff 
fe: 

Zl 

bw pa 

Radical:~ 

~ sheng 

Radical: riJ 
Ill 
$.R 
~ 
~ 
Ipt 

guo 
zhang 
mao 
fan 

' man 

Radical:@ 
g'i: zuo/cu ,, 
~ mmg 
g!jJ ding 

~ 
u 
~ 
M 

' gu 
y1 

jiao 
11 

Radical: JJ 
f.fl an 
¥E ba 

hoe up the earth 
rake; to plow 

children of sisters 

cap worn by women 
a tent 
hat 
a banner 
a curtain, screen 

vmegar 
strong liquor 
intoxicated, drunk 
to deal in spirit 
to cure, a doctor 
to sacrifice 
dregs of wine 

saddle 
target 
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Radical: f:E: Radical:* . ,, 
man to pursue ~ ben to run away 

Radical: § Radical: j\_ 
<" = gong to offer as ~ y1 Alas! Ah! ~ 

tribute ~ q1 to cheat 

~ zhang a bill 

~ 
-· to give Radical: ITT gai 

ru£ fan to trade, sell 5!2 
,, 

colouring of clouds wen 

~* 
•/ 

to bribe ~ bao hail qm 

Radical: 1J Radical: jJ 
"fftJ y1 gracefully J}J gong merit, good results 

~ 
,, 

to strive wavmg nu 
/ 

-ntt mao banner 

El fan a funeral banner 

Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J ±AD !J:.. B L1J h 1 c,, -=f- ~ Jt i)( 11< (" 

*'r1r 7f: iG El~~ EH~* t( ~L 13~1lI .~!$"~ED· 
Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: )E ® 4- ;¥: f:E: ~ rfJ ~ Jf )(_ 
11~ * 1J J\: ITT· 

1. Introduce the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says "irregular 
teeth", and the students answer" the character has the radical ® (teeth)". 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "irregular teeth", and 
pronounce the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN C-15 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± AD ft B 

r111~1L' -=F ~ -Jt !k 11< *tt 7f: 71' Elr- ~~ER ~JR 
~*La~•~•~Eog94*~~m 
~ lfi 1J ~ *- 15 J\. ITT· 

To teach characters containing radicals, EB _m. E. JS 81\ ~ B~ 
$ X:. fl\ JL ~~;j flt *F~·J. 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 11 in the Control Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 11 

Radical: EB 
HIT ding path between fields 

!Bf ' a path dividing fields pan 

Radical: _m. 
Di liang ghost 

Radical: r 
£ 11 the thousandth part 

of a Chinese foot 

Radical: E. 
~~ jiao outer suburb 

i~ zhi' flourishing 

~ deng a last name 

~ dan name of a place 
Bl) li' name of a place 

Radical: P 
lfy 

.... 
steps leading to the zuo 
eastern door 

~ 
-. a grade, ledge ga1 

~N ban slope, hillside 
/ 

~jj fang to guard 

Radical: 1\ 
~ zhl' 

~ ke 

Radical: ~ 

ti!i ku 

1W ke 

1tt hai 

Radical: B~ 

~ " mao 

ti huan 

J:~ ~ song 

Radical: $ 
~ ling 

Radical: )(_ 

~ ba 

Radical: fl\ 
~ 

, 
pa 

Radical: JL 
~ deng 
.TU 

to suffocate 
a hole, nest 

skeleton 
thigh-bone 
bones of the body 

excellent, popular 
to dress hair in a 
knot 
to loose, to let go 

antelope 

father 

to crawl, creep 

stool 



Radical: E3 
~ jiao bright 

Radical: * 
/ 

~ tang 
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sugar, candy 
m jing the essence, fine 

Radical: 
m fen 
atmosphere 
m hai 

Radical: ~~ 
$ fen 
~ ling 
~ fin 

Radical: fit 
~ fen 

Procedures: 

vapour, 

helium, gas 

to fly 
a feather 
to upset, to open 

a kind of mole 

Radical: p 
m fang 

Radical: 11f 
~ jlng 

house, room 

to paint the face 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J±AD :P:B 0-J ~ic,,-¥ .3S. jt i)( 11<. 
*'rt7f: 7f\ §("~~EH~* t( ~:La ~if[,~ ffe,., ,~:O D·JE ~4 ;f: 
JE: ~ rfJ gm 1fi n~ * -n ~ m)t. 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals, 83 JlrE. }S E.3.1\ ~~~ ~ 
Y:. JTU1 ~~~ fit *J511f. 

1. Introduce the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"skeleton", and the students answer " the character has the radical ~ 
(bones)". 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "skeleton", and pronounce 
the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN C-16 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± A.D -Jx. B 

LD n 1C.' -=f ~ 7t !k 1.1< *11 *JG El ~~EB, ~* 
~~La~-~~~ED~8~*~~~ 
~ 1fi tJ ~ *- 1J X ffi· EE YlT E. p 81\ TI'~~$ 
:x_ JT\ JL ~~~fit *PW-· 

To teach characters containing radicals, JT\ -T /:§ ~ g§":'@:JfF~ 

F ~ ~ ~ r -~ fiL;J, ~;f..\{;~§. 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 12 in the Control Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 12 

Radical: JT\ 
~ zheng to fight for 

Radical:+ 
/ 

children ~ nu 
f}< hai children 

Radical: /:§ 

~ 
v cross bow nu 

5¥ dan bullet, a shot 

Radical: ~ 

1l fU to return, repeat 
1@] h~i undecided 

w fang similar to 

1* lai to induce to come 

Radical: gg 
~ fi'i to overturn, cover 

Radical::'@: 

~ fii strong fragrance 

Radical: JU 
m . , 

ladle made of gourd piao 

~Ji h~i 
~ ' song 

Radical: F~ 

ml hillm 

Radical: F 
~ 

. / 
JU 

Radical:~ 

tJ 
.,, 

gou 

Radical: ?ff 
~ dan 

Radical: 5l 

• lan 

Radical: ~ 
.f! huang 

Radical: j 
Qi dian 
@: 

,, 
pao 

the chin 
to praise 

a gate 

position 

old 

entirely, 
utmost 

to look at 

barley 

inn, shop 
a kitchen 
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Radical: J[ Radical: ~ 

Jm ke measure word for ~6 di an a dot, spot 
small round things 

~ 
I 

colors Radical: ~ yan 

~][ llng to lead, a collar ~~ 
v. 

various colors Cal 

Radical: it 
ll ·- to whirl, flutter piao 

Radical: Jt 
Radical: ;j\ it& ban blocks for printing 
y shao little, few 

Radical: )Jg 
Radical: !} JIDt 

~ 

fabulous animal, qi 
I 

to listen body of a deer. IffJ lmg 

Radical: =§ Radical: lIIl 

~ ' restless ~ sheng abundant mao 

~ 
. ,/ 

a globe, knob cheng to hold, fill qm 

Radical: -Af Radical: fE_ 
/ 

small boat for Mt lf to leave ~ lmg 
mJj fang a large boat fiJtE 

.... 
the crowing of a gou 

l1Jt1J sh an a small boat pheasant 

Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J±.AD :9::8 W..:.. ,c,,-¥ Ji 7::. '}( 11<. 

*tt * 7f\ §t" ~~ER~* 1X. ~L r=i ~ ]j[ ,~ ffe,, ,~ E D·JE ® 4- 7t: ft:: 
~ m ~11£ n ffetk 13 !X ~ rn * r E315 a 7\ ~ ~~ :=F-x:;rut 1.:j:jfil* J5 T1f. 

Characters are reviewed following step IL 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals, JT\-=f i=31 gsWJfF~F~ .... 
1. Introduce the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"strong fragrance", and the students answer" the character has the radical w 
(fragrance)". 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "fragrance", and pronounce 
the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 
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Schedule for the Experimental Group 

1. First class: Introduction of Radicals (Based on Mathews' Chinese English 
Dictionary) 

2. Introduction of 12 commonly seen radicals. 

3. Introduction of 12 more commonly seen radicals. 

4. Introduction of 11 more commonly seen radicals. 

5. 14 phonetic stems and their rules. 

6. 14 phonetic stems and their rules. 

7. 10 phonetic stems and their rules. 

8. 11 phonetic stems and their rules. 

9. 13 phonetic stems and their rules. 

10. 12 phonetic stems and their rules. 

11. 11 phonetic stems and their rules. 

12. 8 phonetic stems and their rules. 

13. More radicals: 16 less commonly seen radicals. 

14. More radicals: 18 less commonly seen radicals. 

15. More radicals: 26 less commonly seen radicals. 

16. Review of all phonetic stems. 

Mathews, R.H. (1943). Mathews' Chinese English Dictionary. Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press. 
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LESSON PLAN E-1 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes. 
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Teaching Objective: To teach students how to identify the position of radicals. 
Teaching Materials: Handouts of ways of finding radicals. 

Handout: 

* The Radical is from the list of 214 Radicals, the Phonetic is the other half of the 
character. The Phonetic can sometimes be another Radical itself, as in 

lli§c~.~ 

* The Radical should give a clue to the meaning of a character a 

* A good deal of difficulty will be found in knowing under what radical to look for 
any particular character. The radical may occupy any part of the character. 

It may be at the top, as tt in ~ 
or at the bottom, as 1JI1 in ~ 
on the left, as * in *!% 
on the right, as E5 in W 
surrotinding it, as D in 11!!J 

or in the middle of it, as [] in mJ 
partially surrounding it, as r- in 11{ 
or the radical may be split in two, enclosing the phonetic, as 1X. in ~ 
Sometimes it is mixed up with the phonetic, as rJ in ¥.f 

How to find the Radical: 

1. First you have to consider whether the character is a radical itself. Thus ifW~ 
$ _3i are themselves radicals. 

2. If the character is not a radical , the next step is to break it into two parts. In two 
cases out of three there will be one part on the right hand and another on the 
left such as fi!! ~YI· Or the division may be horizontal, one half being above, 
the other beneath, and in this case the division is not quite so simple as in E 
~ W ii· Or one half may enclose the other on two or more sides, as~,&:@: 
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3. If one of the two parts is a radical and the other is not, obviously we must look 
for it under that part which is a radical; as, 81i£1L' which come from 1¥Jfil"m 
respectively, the other halves not being radicals. 

4. If both halves of a character are radicals, the following rules may be applied: 
a. If the character consists of a ri2ht-hand and a left-hand half, The left-hand 
half is usually the radical; as, for instance, f§}JD tR: tlD$'f'ifilSJHN 

!!!Exceptions: The radicals 7J1T?X.JT~E!.1E.~; ~are generally found on the 
right side of the character, but they are often the radical. 

*The rule that the left-hand portion of the character is the radical also holds in cases 
where the radical extends to two or more sides of the character JiJ9tm~. 

b. If the character consists of an upper and lower half, both being radicals, the lower 
half is usually the radical. As, for instance,~'~**~~ 

! ! !Exceptions: The following radical are placed at the top of the character, and they 
are the radicals : ~~ Yr 1\ ll9 mi JI\ ~ ,;.. • 

* These rules will dispose of 95% of the characters. 



LESSON PLAN E-2 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To teach 12 radicals and provide examples. 

Teaching Materials: Blackboard. 

; 

f:t zhu A_ren man 
7Jdao knife liU ge 

;. 

enclosure Ill ""· D we1 we1 ., 
earth j;fu di' ±tu 

" . ., 
fl:. nti woman p~ mang . ., 

roof m SU ~ m1an 
rJ.! shan mountain ~ 

./ 
xia 

{,, xfn heart ~ 
. ' man 

-¥ shou hand :j:JE zhuo 
B ri' ~ 

, 
sun qmg 

*mu tree ~ zhiio 
1}c shui water ml hii 

Procedures: 
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I. Show students how radicals represent real objects, draw pictures on the board. 
II. Practice pronouncing radicals, and give the meaning. 
III. Provide with examples containing the radicals, and point out where they locate 

in each character. 



LESSON PLAN E-3 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review 12 radicals in the first lesson. 

To teach 12 more radicals and provide examples. 
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Teaching Materials: Blackboard and the following 12 radicals with their examples. 

* huo fire :ft zhu 

* quan dog 1.Mi lie 
35: yu jade f!;j( zhii r chuang disease ~ ' tong 
§ mu eye IDE shui 
7T\ sh! 

/ 

sign ffi$ sh en 
/ 

zhong :5f: he gram f_i 
/ 

bamboo bi' 11 zhu if 
*fill silk *fl) bang 
~ rou meat, flesh jff 

-gan 

!JI* cao grass 3} fen 
ER hui insect ~ 

~ 

Xl 

Procedures: 

I. Review old radicals: 
Write radicals on the board and ask students to identify them, and to say what 

they represent, until students are familiar with the radicals. 

II. Teach new radicals: 
1. Show students how radicals represent real objects, draw pictures on the board. 
2. Practice pronouncing radicals, and give the meaning. 
3. Provide with examples containing the radicals, and point out where they locate 

in each character. 



LESSON PLAN E-4 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 25 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review 24 radicals in the previous lessons. 

To teach 11 more radicals and provide examples. 

Teaching Materials: Blackboard. 

1X yi clothing m / 

qun 
/ 

speech " r=t yan §ii yu pp 

1j[ che vehicle fnH lun 
}._ chu'o halt ~ 

/ 

tao 
~ ji'n metal, gold ~N 

/ 
ym 

~ shl food m& fan 
I~ ma horse .~ 

,. 
q1 

iB I fish ~ 
.-

"'" yu x1an 
,~ niao bird .~ tuo 

D kou mouth ~ he 
E shi stone ii~ ' pao 

Procedures: 

I. Review old radicals: 
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Write radicals on the board and ask students to identify them, and to say what 
they represent, until students are familiar with the radicals. 

II. Teach new radicals: 
1. Show students how radicals represent real objects, draw pictures on the board. 
2. Practice pronouncing radicals, and give the meaning. 
3. Provide with examples containing the radicals, and point out where they locate 

in each character. 



LESSON PLAN E-5 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
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Teaching Objective: To teach characters containing phonetic stems, L .~_&1i.-'g 

-T ~ ~ PJ m cr ~Y:lf· 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 1 in the Experimental Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 1 

/ 

Rule 1: Phonetic stem L it:f yu hoe 

* 
' false, reckless IE 

v 
to imprison wang yu 

' to forget 
..,, 

irregular teeth c: wang ~ yu ,c:.,, 
-++- / "' words ~L: mang vast, vague ~ yu 

PJ:l 
/ 

sharp point 
.., 

musical instrument ~ mang ID: yu 

'l't mang busy 
t:!:: mang blind Rule 5: Phonetic stem -T § 

fr Zl to hoe up the earth 
Rule 2: Phonetic stem .~ '.:f= ' character Zl 

n.~ interrogative particle 1-r 
v 

careful ma Zl 

~.~ 
- mother tf 

.... 
female cow ma Zl 

J,~ 
v 

agate ma 

91.~ 
v 

ant Rule 6: Phonetic stem~ ma 

.~ ' to scold ~ 
·' to read ma man 

~ ' to scold ~ ·" to take a pinch ma 
JC.\ 

man 

fZ: 
.... . . 

man npe gram 
Rule 3: Phonetic stem _& ,~;t 

•V 

to caulk man 

ti - root, base ~· ·"' to pursue, follow gen man 

~N gen heel, to follow 
f.f{ hen scar, trace Rule 7: Phonetic stem~ 

1.& hen very a&: sheng musical instrument 

1N hen fierce m sheng children of sisters 

t& hen to hate tt 
~ 

xmg surname 

ti 
.. 

xmg sex 
Rule 4: Phonetic stem Ji ·1~ xmg passionless 

$ ' to awake from sleep 1~ chimpanzee WU xmg 

{E. 
v 

five peopel strong flesh smell WU ~ xmg 
/ 

E. WU l,me l=:J 

·1~ ' to realize WU 

' Hg WU to see face to face 



Rule 8: Phonetic stem Pj 
{~ si/ci to wait upon 
~llj si: to feed 
;Jj Sl to inherit 
gJ:l] c[ phrases 
ifrn] ci' ancestral temple 

Rule 11: Phonetic stem :g 
,/ 15' mmg tea, tea plant 

~ 
~ 

~ 

mmg to engrave 
ming strong liquor 

Rule 12: Phonetic stem 3i: 
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ij3t an amine (Chem.) 
Rule 9: Phonetic stem~ 
MJ guo to slap 
~ guo cricket, cicada 
ill guo cap worn by women 
o~ guo to chatter 

Rule 10: Phonetic stem r:p 
,~, zhong loyal, faithful 
~ zhong inner garment, true 

heart 

{$ zhong second in order 

Procedures: 

ij3t an to press 
~ in saddle 

Rule 13: Phonetic stem ~ 
l1lJ you garden 
~ you to forgive 

v. 
~ we1 tuna 

m 
¥~ 

"· we1 
v. 

we1 
bruise 
name of a river 

(Before teach this lesson, teacher should first teach new radicals in this lesson 
that have not been learned previously.) 

Teach characters containing the following phonetic stems, L: ,~R.li-B--T- ~ ~ Pj 

m r:r :g3i::w-

1. Introduce the pronunciation of the phonetic stems, and the possible pronunciation 
they suggest. 

2. The teacher pronounces a character says one character, and let students say 
which phonetic stem the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"hen", and the students answer" the character has the phonetic stem R (gen) 

3. The teacher then says the English definition of the character "to hate", and 
students answer" hen has the radical ,c,"" 

4. Then students find this character in the packet and pronounce it. 
5. This keeps going until students are familar with the phonetic stem and the 

radicals, and can make their judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN E-6 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing phonetic stems, L:: ,~_&.li.:gf 

-T ~ j: PJ m 9:i ~3(1'f · 
To teach characters containing phonetic stems, ~xI7-fs:g 

WI M3tTrlJ m · 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 2 in the Experimental Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 2 

Rule 1: Phonetic stem ~ .. , 
how much ~ Jl 

!Ml Jl louse, aphis 

~ Jl a kind of cloth(beige) 

~ Jl to mock 

~ Jl jetty, breakwater 

~ Jl machine 

~ Jl hunger 

Rule 2: Phonetic stem x 
~ Af sit cross-legged 

/ 

!1fk fu water beetle 
~ fu hibiscus 
~ ffi axe 
jJc tU to support 

Rule 3: Phonetic stem I 
r)] gong merit, good results 
~ gong to offer as tribute 
Jj( gong to attack 
§1 hong internal discord 
tI hong red 
!l!I hong rainbow 

Rule 4: Phonetic stem 7-fs: 
~ ben to run away 
~ ben benzene * ben stupid, dull 

Rule 5: Phonetic stem g 
·"' . 1J{ Jmg view, prospects 

~ liang to forgive 
'['S! •V 

to rouse, awaken )j!, Jmg 

~ 
,., 

luster of gems Jlllg 
{B--'-
HI~ Jlllg whale 

B~ liang to dry in sun 

r~ liang cool 

Rule 6: Phonetic stem WI 
~fj liii to glide, smooth 
jj! liu to linger, dawdle 
fi liu tumor 
m liu pomegranate 
~ liu large homed-owl 
.~ liu baby horse with 

black mane 

Rule 7: Phonetic stem !U1j 

llUJU 

~ 
m 
~ 

gang 
gang 
gang 
gang 

hard, enduring 
ridge of a hill 
large rope of a net 
steel 

Rule 8: Phonetic stem~ 
~ zhi magazine, book 
m zhi mole 



Rule 9: Phonetic stem 1ij-

~ " figured woven silk q1 

~~ 
v 

pot with feet q1 

~ 
/ 

to ride q1 

~ "' rugged, rough q1 

~ y1 ripples on water 

ntt - gracefully waving y1 

foJ 
v 

y1 chair 

~ y1 Alas! Ah! 

Rule 10: Phonetic stem fill 
,ffIB peng shed 
iifi§ peng sodium borate 
a peng huge fabulous bird 
~ beng cloth to carry infants 

beng to fall in ruins 1-U 

ijjj 

Iii beng to jump, bounce 

Rule 11 : Phonetic stem )(_ 
/ 

!!&: wen mosquito 
*3t wen lines, figures 
~ wen colouring on clouds 
~x wen name of a river * wen tangled, disorder 

Procedures: 
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Rule 12: Phonetic stem T 
llT ding to sting 

!IT ding to keep an eye on 

HIJ dfog path between fields 

fT ding a boil, sores 
jJ ding nails, to nail 

f J ding tinkling noise 

ID ding intoxicated, drunk 

§J d'ing to subscribe, book 

Rule 13: Phonetic stem PJ 
tOJ ke an axe-handle 
E1J ke inferior jade 
-+I-- ke PI 
fclJ ke 

filJ ke 

OOJ he 

~ii] he/ke 

10J he 

ffl he 

small plants; harsh 
a pair of wheels 
uneven, unfortunate 
to breath out,scold 
to blame 
nver 
water-lily 

Rule 14: Phonetic stem p.p:j 
00 liang two people 
111 liang ghost 
• liang measure word for cars 

I. Review characters containing the following phonetic stems, C:: ,~NE -fr-T ~ 1:_ 

PJ~ cp ~~:f§. 
Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--4 

II. Teach characters containing the following phonetic stems, ~xI1's:*Wf1GJ~ 

1'D-MY:.. TPJ p.p:j • 
1. Introduce the pronunciation of the phonetic stems, and the possible pronunciation. 
2. The teacher pronounces a character says one character, and let students say 

which phonetic stem the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"liu", and the students answer" the character has the phonetic stem W (Hu) 

3. The teacher then says the English definition of the character "large homed-owl", 
and students answer " liu has the radical ~ . " 

4. Then students find this character in the packet and pronounce it. 
5. This keeps going until students are familar with the phonetic stem and the 

radicals, and can make their judgement quickly and accurately. 



LESSON PLAN E-7 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
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Teaching Objective: To teach characters containing phonetic stems, L: ,~~Ii -Ef 
-=r- ~j:_ PJ ~ q:i~~fi~xI7-tJ¥rB~~~J~JtxTJ:U ~
To teach characters containing phonetic stems, !It~~1JD ~ti 

=tEHf:f,(. 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 3 in the Experimental Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 3 

Rule 1: Phonetic stem lit 
fl Ii' a spade 
11 11 fox, wild cat 
ti 11 to pity, sad 
YI Il brothers' wives 
JI 11 structure of 

m 
~ 
~! 
ill[ 

11 
Ii 
11 
I{ 

material 
lining, inside 
lining, inside 
carp 
the thousandth part 
of a Chinese foot 

Rule 2: P~onetic stem~ 
= jiao acquatic grass x::. 
f5l jiao/xiao to correct, school 

~$( 
.. -

to wrestle JlaO 

~ 
. ' to imitate xrno 

)?~ JlaO outer suburb 

f~ 
.... 

to imitate, follow xrno 
{B--'- .. -

shark 11•!5C: JlaO 

ft9. 
.. - handsome, pretty JlaO 

{3(: 
•• v 

handsome, pretty JlaO 

!!& JlaO scaly dragon 
fJ3(: JlaO bright, splendid 

~ 
.. " to shear, cut out JlaO 

*& 
.. " to strangle JlaO 

~ 
.. v 

meat dumpling JlaO 

~ 
.. , 

to compare JlaO 

Rule 3: Phonetic stem ~ 
f~ zhl handcuffs 
~ zhi' to suffocate 

¥1: zhi to cause, bring out 

~ zhi delicate, soft 

~ zhi leech 

~~ zh~ flourishing 

{3?. zh1 unbending, foolish 

Rule 4: Phonetic stem 1JD 
{j]lJ Jla Buddhist term 
='= jin good, excellent ~ 

ma .. - a scab over a sore Jla 

no Jla whistle made of reed 

~ 
.. -

dress worn by monks Jla 

~ Jla for transliterating 
:PO .. ' to ride .~ Jla 

~ 
.. \ 

frame, rack Jla 

Rule 5: Phonetic stem ~ 
5;R zhang to open 
~ zhang a tent 
m.~ zhang a swelled belly 
~ zhang a bill 
{N chang rash, wildly 
~ chang starfruit 
·f:R chang disappointed 



Rule 6: Phonetic stem r:!J 
{"i!J gii to estimete 

llii 
M 
~ 
~ 
t5 
~ 
t!i 
!!!!I 
$: 
mfil 
G 
[r5 

ti!i 
ti!i 
"E 

-gu 
-gu 

gu 
\ 

gu 
" gu 

gu 
" gu 

gu 
\ 

gu 
gu 
gu 

" gu 

ku 
ku 
ku 

to mutter 
aunt, girl 
mushroom 
to deal in spirit 
cobalt 
partridge 
a bull 
firm, strong 
reason, cause 
chronic disease 
to stop, restrain 
explanation of words 
in ancient books 
dried, withered 
skeleton 
bitter 

Rule 7: Phonetic stem .=§ 
ff=€ mao banner 
~ mao excellent, popular 
Ht mao dim-sighted, dull 

Procedures: 
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Rule 8: Phonetic stem -:t:_ 
it tai to wash out 
tk tai extravagant 
£! tai titanium 

Rule 9: Phonetic stem E. 
Oe1 ba final particle 
@ ba scar 
ts ba fence 
@: ba plantain banana 

' / ~ balpa rake, to harrow 
~ batpa harrow, to harrow 
re ba target 
~ ba father 
re pa rake w/out teeth 
re ,. pa 

/ 

13 pa 
to crawl, creep 
Chinese guitar 

Rule 10: Phonetic stem~ 

~1f 
fa-h-

~ 

~ 
m 
m 
m 
;~ 

deng 
deng 
deng 
deng 
deng 
deng 
deng 

lamp, light 
large umbrella 
stool 
to stare at 
stone steps 
to step 
a last name 

I. Review characters containing the following phonetic stems, [: ,~ N.li ftr ~ tf. 
PJ ~ 9=' ~~~ ~~I:z!s:J?:tl:JffilJ~~M:XT"iD" m. 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--4 
II. Teach characters containing the following phonetic stems, _m 9: ~ 1JO ~r:!J .::§ 

e:. ~ *· 1. Introduce the phonetic stems, and the possible pronunciation they suggest. 
2. The teacher pronounces a character says one character, and let students say 

which phonetic stem the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
''pa", and the students answer" the character has the phonetic stem E. (ba) 

3. The teacher then says the English definition of the character "large homed-owl", 
and students answer " pa has the radical m . " 

4. Then students find this character in the packet and pronounce it. 
5. This keeps going until students are familar with the phonetic stem and the 

radicals, and can make their judgement quickly and accurately. 



LESSON PLAN E-8 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
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Teaching Objective: To review characters containing phonetic stems, L ,~ &E ~ 
-T ~ ~ P] ~ cp~:W ~~I:;z!s:gt/lfmJ~~Jfil:)( 
TQJ ~m x: .¥ :JJo ~ti =BB 1£ "*-· 

To teach characters containing phonetic stems, )t~~i;.)(jr 

.&~ -ff_ lp~.IG . 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 4 in the Experimental Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 4 
Rule 1 : Phonetic stem 7t ~ 

.,, 
flint arrow-heads nu 

qB fen to instruct ~ ' nu rage, anger 

3t ten fragrance 

w: fen vapour, atmosphere Rule 4: Phonetic stem ~ 

~ fen disorderly, confused m rong bastard banian 

* fen a kind of wood w "' water melts rong 
"' burned for perfume ?{j rong hibiscus 

Wt fen to fly m / 

to fuse metals rong 
f5j fen elm with white bark 

/ 

~ fen confused, tangled Rule 5: Phonetic stem .p 
~ fe"n a kind of mole 19J sha sand 

:ID fen powder ~ sha sage for raincoat 

151 fe'n part, portion trJ; sha sand 
1fY sha heatstroke 

Rule 2: Phonetic stem~ *'Y sha yam, gauze 
rt@ zheng dignified, lofty ~ sha monks' dress 

~ zheng hideous, repulsive ~ sha shark 

IW zheng to open the eyes tJ; chao to copy 

~ zheng Chinese instrument, ~J> chao bill 

~~ zheng to caution, debate aj; chao noisy 

~ zheng the clang of metals ;(!); chao to fry 

Rule 3: Phonetic stem i;.)( Rule 6: Phonetic stem ~ 

~ 
/ 

children ~ miawwan to give birth nu 

R 
/ 

worn-out old horses *11 ·" to urge nu m1an 

~ 
v 

to strive ~ '" nu m1an a crown 

~ 
.,, 

cross bow H$E 
v 

nu wan evenmg 
"' ¥E wan to draw, pull 
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Rule 6: Phonetic stem & Rule 9: Phonetic stem 1f<. 

1.& 
... 

empty, unreal ~ lu to record, select JI 
& 

,, 
a lofty peak Zff< lu name of a river JI 

¥.& JI to draw water from a 1iffe lu commonplace, rough 
well ff~ lu pay, salary (official) 

~ ·" a book box Ji lu to go carefully JI 

*& 
,/ 

threads arranged in ~ lu name of a horse JI 
order, a rank, a step 

Rule 7: Phonetic stem~ 
Rule 10: Phonetic stem rp 
;t'F zha to fry, to explode 

~ YI Alas!, sighing sound ~ zha to squeeze, express 

u YI a doctor, to cure ~ zha swellings and sores 

~ y1 a film over the eye fl= zha to deceive 

~ yi a newborn child 9!F zha grasshopper 

~ y1 ebony w zha to press, extract 

~ YI black stone like jade ~'F 
... 

the steps leading zuo 
to the eastern door 

Rule 8: Phonetic stem ~ B'F 
/ 

yesterday zuo 

1~ ru to return, repeat f'F ' to do, compose zuo 

m fil to overturn, cover rt: ' an oak zuo 

Im: tU belly m: zuo/cu vmegar 

fl tU double, to repeat WI= 
... 

flesh offered to zuo 

~ ru fragrance ancestors 

Procedures: 
I. Review characters containing the following phonetic stems, L::: ,~Rn ftr Z: ~ 

PJm cp~3C~ ~xI/.$:EtW!MJ~~MX:TQJ m _m_ ~ :¥ 1JD ~ti =BB~*· 
Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--4 

II. Teach characters containing the following phonetic stems, 5t~ ~ ~J.')f]Sz.. ~~ 

--!!<. 'F~· 
1. Introduce the pronunciation of the phonetic stems, and the possible pronunciation 

they suggest. 
2. The teacher pronounces a character says one character, and let students say 

which phonetic stem the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"rang", and the students answer "the character has the phonetic stem ~ . " 

3. The teacher then says the English definition of the character "bastard banian", 
and students answer " rang has the radical *·" 

4. Then students find this character in the packet and pronounce it. 
5. This keeps going until students are familar with the phonetic stem and the 

radicals, and can make their judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN E-9 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing phonetic stems,L:= ,~Pl1iR 

+ ~ ~ PJ ~ 9=1 ~~ ~::KI2fs:JRW~iiti1tMxTQJ ~ 
m. x :¥no ~tt ~ B~*7t~ ~ ~)(1JEZ.!'[ -ffe. "F~·BEi:_ 
To teach characters containing phonetic stems, **l§J@J'§l{ 

--~j'j~ti*· 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 5 in the Experimental Group Character Packet 

Lesson 5 

Rule 1 : Phonetic stem * 
f* ke measure word for tree 
f* ke grain ready for grinding 
Wfi! ke a lesson, task 
,~ ke female horses, mule 
ft ke thigh-bones 
~ ke hole, nest 
Jm ke measure word for small 

round things 

~ 
~ 

" 
" guo 
v 

guo 
v 

guo 

to wrap 
pastry 
grease pot hung under a cart 

Rule 2: Phonetic stem* 
ff~ lian to drill, practice 
~ lian to smelt, purify 
~ lian to refine, discipline 
1.* lian to boil raw silk 

Rule 3: Phonetic stem IQ] 
m tong a name of trees 

/ 

~ tong 
'faj t6ng 

/ 
dJlilJ tong 

I 
'['In] tong 
~ dong 
nlnJ dong 

copper 
a tube, pipe 
a mountain in China 
moaning, groaning 
hole, cave 
large intestine 

Rule 4: Phonetic stem @] 

1@I hui undecided 
1@1 hui whirlpool, backwater 
!Pllil hui intestinal worms 
'f@ hui doubtful 
ilfil hll'i to bend, to return 

Rule 5: Phonetic stem '§ 
{'§ --guan 
f g 
@; 
§ 

t§' 

~'§ 

V' 

guan ,., 
guan 

"' guan 

'V 

guan 

a groom 
stone tube 
a tube, flute 
a passage for air, water, 
or blood in the body 
office building, hall 

Rule 6: Phonetic stem ( 
ff hmm a large domain 
I.ft hmm ring, bracelet 
ti huan fine silk, to tie 

/ , __ 
;la! 

ii 
itt1 
Ii 

huan 
huan 
hmm 

/ 
huan 

to come back, return 
metal ring 
a gate 
to dress hair in a 
knot 
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Rule 7: Phonetic stem JtI gi ' proverb yan 
dan to dread, shirk 

/ 

colors 'f!l\I ~ yan 

~ dan entirely, utmost 

ffii dan disease from overwork Rule 11 : Phonetic stem 11i 
h~ ,, 

g dan basket for cooked rice .~ huang sturgeon 

n dan garment without a fl huang jade of a semi-
lining circular shape 

~ dan name of a place iOO huang sulphur 

5, din bullet, to bounce ~ huang a part in an 

~ din to dust instrument string 

!Iii huang horse leech 

~ 
/ 

Rule 8: Phonetic stem ft huang barley 

~I 11 a good black horse 

a 11 oriole Rule 12: Phonetic stem ti 
jil fi to walk in crowds h5 di an inn, shop, tavern 

ii li' a couple ·~ di an to think about 

• 11 name of a place :!Qi di an to weigh in the hand 

1r!i di an malarial fever 
Rule 9: Phonetic stem~ :fti di an a flaw injade 

/ " ~ lan blue, indigo plant ~~ dian a dot, spot, point 
II Ian a basket 

~ Ian to overflow Rule 13: Phonetic stem * 
1fii lan ragged garment % cai various colors 

• Ian to look at 1* "· to pick, gather Cat 

ti: Ian to grasp, seize r "· many-colored ~ Cat 

• Ian cable, rope material 

fil* 
..... 

Cat to step on 
Rule 10: Phonetic stem~ * 

'· vagetables, greens ca1 

u~ ' to console, comfor yan 

Procedures: 
(Before teach this lesson, teacher should first teach new radicals in this lesson 

that have not been learned previously.) 

I. Review characters containing the following phonetic stems, [: ,~NE -tf-T ~ ~ 
PJ ~ r:j:i ~3C:ff ~~I*5RW~iit~M:XT"6J ~ £ x ¥ 1JD ffe:~ =t 
E:. ~ **~ ~ ~J..1); ». ~ ~ -fl<. ~ :92.· 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--4 
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II. Teach characters containing the following phonetic stems, *~f§J@J g ~ ¥.H 

~ Ji~Ci*· 
1. Introduce the pronunciation of the phonetic stems, and the possible pronunciation 

they suggest. 

2. The teacher pronounces a character says one character, and let students say 
which phonetic stem the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"dan", and the students answer" the character has the phonetic stem¥ (dim) 

3. The teacher then says the English definition of the character "to dust", and 
students answer " dan has the radical .:f." 

4. Then students find this character in the packet and pronounce it. 

5. This keeps going until students are familar with the phonetic stem and the 
radicals, and can make their judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN E-10 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing phonetic stems, L ,~NE.if 

-T ~ ~ PJ~ r:f:! i;~:W ~xI*:~Pi'flGJ;'t,$J-M:XTQJ 
mm x ¥no ~ti =BB~**~~ ~J.;p&~-!!<. 'F 9e. 
**Pl@J'§' ~ ¥N~Ji~Ci*· 
To review characters containing phonetic stems,~~~ 1J 

l=t¢-d.- Jl:i!ii=ti. .-' 1!J z 
§I~ ~12'i JX..,\!>.~. 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 6 in the Experimental Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 6 

Rule 1: Phonetic stem ~ 

~ ·' prompt, alert ~ ling a fungus p1ao 
~ 

j!J . ' to stab, to cut ~Ji l!ng to lead, a collar prno 
iffft 

. / 
to visit prostitutes ~ li'ng small round bells prno .- to float, drift ' the front teeth, age ~ p1ao ~ lmg 

~ 
.; 

duck-weed prno 
jj ·- a skin problem Rule 3: P~onetic stem ~ prno 
gm prno fat, swollen f~ gong to supply, offer 

~ prno to whirl, flutter m v to fold the hands for gong 

;11 
.,.. 

a gourd used for a ladle greeting prno 

t~ biao to strike, throw down m v 
a post, pillar gong 

~~ biao point of a sword ~ gong to respect 

e biao air bladder of fish 

~ biao the topmost branch, mark Rule 4: Phonetic stem~ 

OJ yao the chirping of 
Rule 2: Phonetic stem 1J grasshopper 
{f.i li'ng musician, actor 111 yao waist 

ti'l ling to lift, raise .~ 
v 

name of a fabulous yao 

~ ling a prison horse 

!fl 11ng tinkling of jem ~ 
- a fold, pleat yao 

n- ling antelop 

Tm ling a feather Rule 5: Phonetic stem '§' 

~ ling to listen, hear ljJ'§ ' cap, hat mao 

ffli ling small boat for :EII/ ' tortoise shell mao 

m .... 
restless passenger mao 
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Rule 6: Phonetic stem* Rule 9: Phonetic stem,!@, 

1* ban to stir, mix p,ig x{ daughter in law 

** 
ban to trip and fall ~\ 

/ 

to put out fire XI 

{* ban companion ~ 
/ 

unnatural growth in XI 

r-f 
... 

a pool the nose pan 

!Bf pan a path dividing 
fields Rule 10: Phonetic stem~ 

1U ' to judge, divide ~ 
/ 

to frown, to look pan pm 

m ' to rebel distressed pan 

~ 
,, 

apples pm 
Rule 7: Phonetic stem ~ "' a bank, shore mi pm 

1P< hai children $( 
/ 

name of a fruit pm 

~~ hai the chin 

~ hai bones of the body Rule 11 : Phonetic stem ~ 

'~ hai be startle {=if sh! to serve, wait upon 

~ hai helium, gas ~ sh[ time, period 

~ 
-. ought, should ~ sh[ to plant gaI 

~ gaI roots of plants ffel sh! a fish that entem the 

~ gai to give river in May and 

~~ gaI a grade, ledge returns in Sep. 
=± shi poetry ii'!" 

Rule 8: Phonetic stem & 
~,& fan to trade, sell Rule 12: Phonetic stem !jg-

~ fan to return tm ting a pond 

m& fan cooked rice, food " a pool 118 tang 

Ji fan to faint 
/ 

to put off, ward off tm tang 

t.LZ ban to pull, twist, tum 1m 
/ 

tang to warm, toast 
ban slope, hillside 

,, 
sugar, candy ~lZ ti tang 

ban planks, boards 
/ 

a kind of cicada t.LZ ~ tang 

it& ban blocks for printing 

ffe.JJ. b~ flounder, fish 

Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing the following phonetic stems, L ,~ ~.li -fr-T ~ j:_ 

PJ ~ cf' iS~~ ~::KI::zfs:EttilftUJ0~IDtxTQJ ~ m x :¥ :tJO ~il =t; 
B~ :/t7t~ ~ ~)(Yl?l~~ -!fo. 1=~5F!*~@J'§' ~ ¥lii~w~237R· 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--4 
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II. Teach characters containing the following phonetic stems,~ ~~t.1@1*~.& 

}~J~~~ 
1. Introduce the pronunciation of the phonetic stems, and the possible pronunciation 

they suggest. 
2. The teacher pronounces a character says one character, and let students say 

which phonetic stem the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"gai", and the students answer" the character has the phonetic stem~ (hai) 

3. The teacher then says the English definition of the character "roots of plants", 
and students answer" gai has the radical ~~·" 

4. Then students find this character in the packet and pronounce it. 
5. This keeps going until students are familar with the phonetic stem and the 

radicals, and can make their judgement quickly and accurately. 



LESSON PLAN E-11 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
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Teaching Objective: To review characters containing phonetic stems, L ,~_&lig 
-T ~ ~ PJ~ q:i ~~~~xI::zts:~WfiiJJ~~Jm ~ 
:XTPJ ~ mx :¥ :JJo ~ r:!=l =t a~ /t5t~ ?§'. ~x!J/ & 
~~~~*~~@g~¥-~~~6*~~~ 
.A l""1 4' 7:- fM § ..:::f;:. 1f:i5 ~ 
Tl 13 ---r)Z.1~,i.:,,,')"" ~15 

To teach characters containing phonetic stems, *flJ~ ;l't0 

*nx~ R11*· 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 7 in the Experimental Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 7 
Rule 1 : Phonetic stem * 
{31( qiu ornamental cap-

tt 
f;JZ 
~ 

~* 

qiu 
qiu . , 
qm . ,, 
qm 

manhood 
a globe, knob 
around gem 
fur garments 
to bribe 

Rule 2: Phonetic stem flj 
~ 11 pear 
W 11 to plough 
fl} 11 white jasmine 
Wj li' diarrhoea 
a~fj 11 final particle 
1fU 11 a kind of monkey 
gwiJ 11 clam with white 

shell 

Rule 3: Phonetic stem * 
~ j ia to marry a husband 
1* jia furniture, tools 
f* jia agricultural work 
~ jia frame, rack 

Rule 4: Phonetic stem nx 
~ cheng city, walls of a city 
~ cheng sincere, honest 

~ cheng to fill 
' sheng bundant 

~ sheng light, splendour 

Rule 5: Phonetic stem 1t _,.._ 

~ q1 to cheat 

Wl 
.. 

a period q1 

m ,, 
game of chess q1 

~ "' game of chess q1 

~it qf name of a river _,, 

ffJt " fortunate, lucky q1 
,tm < spotted horse q1 

6 "' fabulous animals q1 
has the body of a 
deer and a horn 

Rule 6: Phonetic stem 1E: 
I\\\ 

ii! 
.. -

half-tide rocks JiaO 

~ 
.. -

banana JlaO 

~ JiaO small bird, tit 

~ 
.. ' to scorch JiaO 

~ 
.. ' to sacrifice JiaO 

ll! 
. , 

to look at qiao 

f ~ 
. ,, 

to gather wood qiao 

·[~ 
. ,, 

grieved, distressed q1ao 
~ ·' to scold i:i,,,, q1ao 
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Rule 7: Phonetic stem 0 Rule 10: Phonetic stem* 

fl song pine tree 1* iai to induce to come 

'['0 song half awake t* iai name of a river 

~ song name of a river 

°* 
lai to gaze, look at 

fl song a variety of cabbage ~ lai wild herbs 
,_._, song a high peak in China ~ iai a kind of eel ~ 

~ 
- to loose, to let go song 

~~ ' to dispute, demand Rule 11 : Phonetic stem 1J rlE. song 
justice m fang timber for boats 

' to praise fang fragrant, beautiful ~ song 75 
fill fang animal fat 

Rule 8: Phonetic stem ~ tjj fang a neighborhood ina 

1~ li water dripping city, workshop 

~ 11 glass W5 fang to hinder, hamper 

ii If skimmer used by ~Jj fang to guard, protect 
cooks "Jtx: fang to loosen, to let go 

*-M 11 bridal ornament m rang house, room 

~ 11 dregs of wine f(rjj fang a bream 

• 11 to leave w fang like, similar to 

ii 11 bamboo fence *fj fang to spin, weave ._ 11 grass and weeds jiJ1j fang a large boat 
~ 

ID'5 fang to visit, to inquire 
Rule 9: Phonetic stem ~ 
Ifill yuan garden 
~ yuan ape 
~ yuan shafts of a cart 
~ yuan remote, far-reaching 

Procedures: 
(Before teach this lesson, teacher should first teach new radicals in this lesson 

that have not been learned previously.) 

I. Review characters containing the following phonetic stems, L: ,W,,,&n.g-T ~ 1:_ 

PJ ~ i:p ~~:w ~~I**ifflijj~ifIDt5z:TrlT mm x .¥ :tJo :Nti =t 
E:.~ :t:7t~ ~ ft.:£Y',&~ ~ ~~**IOJ@J'§' -l.¥E~Ji~r5*~ 
±f: lifi A l=l /_µ. ~ r;::;- § .::±;..Jl:i5 !=ti: 
/'~Tl §1-r):'<.1_.x_,e;,'3""~15. 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--4 
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II. Teach characters containing the following phonetic stems, )j(flj~ ;t:t:0~~ ~ 

~n*· 
1. Introduce the pronunciation of the phonetic stems, and the possible pronunciation 

they suggest. 
2. The teacher pronounces a character says one character, and let students say 

which phonetic stem the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
''fang", and the students answer "the character has the phonetic stem }](fang). 

3. The teacher then says the English definition of the character "animal fat", and 
students answer ''fang has the radical ~ (meat)." 

4. Then students find this character in the packet and pronounce it. 

5. This keeps going until students are familar with the phonetic stem and the 
radicals, and can make their judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN E-12 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing phonetic stems, L ,~an.:g 

T~~~m$~~~~xI*~W~~~Mx~ 
TQJ ~JI! x ~ tJo ~E =§ E!.~ :t:71'-* ?& ~Y..Y& 
~-ff<. Jp~Jl~J~~~@J'§'l'..¥H~~g~*~ :tt~ 
%'g'*~&,1@,~~~*fu~ Jt:0 ~~~:an*· 

To teach characters containing phonetic stems, ~ ~w::i: 1:i] 

LlJ '.4· 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 8 in the Experimental Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 8 
Rule 1 : Phonetic stem ~ 
ijfil bao womb 
i!§. bao bud of flower 

m 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Ofil 
®: 
EJ.U 
ffil 
~fil 
1§ 
1:§ 

Ufil 

ba'o 
bao 
bao 
ba'o 
bao ,,. 
pao ,,. 
pao ,,. 
pao ,,. 
pao 

v 
pao ... 
pao 
pao 

... 
pao 

to embrace 
to plane, a plane 
to eat to the full 
abalone 
hail 
to roar 
a kitchen 
to dig, to deduct 
robe, long gown 
to run 
to soak 
fire cracker 
cannon, weapons for 
throwing huge stones 

Rule 2: Phonetic stem ~ 
ti man silk thread 
~i man to deceive, insult 
~ man steamed bread 
ffei man eels 
~I man to insult 

~f 
t~ 
~ 

' man 
' man 
' man 

a curtain, screen 
slow, gradually 
water overflowing 

Rule 3: Phonetic stem ~ 
't~ yl pleased 
~ yi to unravel silk 
~ yi' to translate 

,~ yl a station where 
horses get supplies 

Rule 4: Phonetic stem fft 
m qing clear, pure 
'[W qi'ng affections, feelings 
~N qfng dragon-fly 
M qing mackerel fish 
8pj 
"=::!=: 
aPJ 

m 
Hllf 
~ 
~ 

" qmg 
" qmg 

Jmg 
jlng 
., 
Jmg 
..... 
J1Ilg 

clear sky 
to request, please 
the essence, fine 
pupil of the eye 
to paint the face 
to restore order 

Rule 5: Phonetic stem ::!: 
Ji fan the grave 
ljJI fan a banner 
n. fan a funeral flag 
:LI fan to roast meat for 

~ 
9 
~ 

fan 
fan 

/ 

fan 

sacrifice, to bum 
to translate 
to upset, to open 
meat for sacrifice 



~ 
a 
~ 

fan 
fan 
Ian 

tomatos 
paws of an animal 
boundary, frontier 

Rule 6: Phonetic stem {i_J 
fiij ju sunbeam, strong horse 
f.U jU position, fashion 
ffijj ju narrow, cramped 
iii ju bend down, to hobble 
flij gou a hook 
1f:iJ gou dog 
:SJ gou basket trap for fish 
ij go"u old 
dlti) gou name of a hill 

fiJf£ ' gou 

~ ' gou 
' gou gqJ 

Procedures: 

the crawing of a 
pheasant 
enough 
to shame, curse 

Rule 7: Phonetic stem Ll.J 
¥Lil shan a basket for 

mw 
w 

shan 
shan 

catching fish 
a small boat 
to abuse, revile 

Rule 8: Phonetic stem YJ 
(2, ren to endure 
'=fJJ ren 
rllt:.' 

tJJ 
fJJ 
~JJ 
$]] 

' ren 
' ren 
' ren 
' ren 

to recognize 
to stuff, fill up 
to saw, stitch 
tough, hard 
to skid a wheel 
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I. Review characters containing the following phonetic stems, L ,~NE. ::efr ~ j:_ 

~ m cp ~3l:~ ~:RI/-$:5.RiillUJ~~M3tTllJ ~Ji! jC_ :¥ 1JD ~il =§ 
E. ~ t7t~ ~ ~)(jrR_~~ -!!<.1=~5ff*]q}@1'§ ~--~Ji&Ci*~ 
:3=t~%*~&:,~,~~~*f!J~ ;tt0*17Xft ~1f*· 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--4 

II. Teach characters containing the following phonetic stems, -§ ~w=i= {i_JLl.J ~YJ. 
1. Introduce the pronunciation of the phonetic stems, and the possible pronunciation 

they suggest. 
2. The teacher pronounces a character says one character, and let students say 

which phonetic stem the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"gou", and the students answer "the character has the phonetic stem {i_J (ju). 

3. The teacher then says the English definition of the character "dog", and 
students answer "gou has the radical A (dog)." 

4. Then students find this character in the packet and pronounce it. 
5. This keeps going until students are familar with the phonetic stem and the 

radicals, and can make their judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN E-13 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review all phonetic stems, L .~N.li.:g:-T ~ ~Pj~ r::p::g 

~~ ~xI:;t:B:~IU{JiiS':M:Xm ~ m ~¥~ti qS 
e:.~ ::t5t~~~)(:);N,i!(~-!!<. 'F~='=~l81@1 '§' ~i 
Jii~!lii~d:i *~;!t~tf'§'*~&.~, ~~@-)j(flj 
~ ;!t0fa(~~ t{:1J*-§ ~N* 1iJLiI '.I'. JJ. 

To teach new radicals, JE. im4*5t~rtJ~ Ifi.h ~* 15 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 9 in the Control Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 9 
Radical: JE. Radical:* 

~ cai to step on fr Zl hoe up the earth 
"' m deng to step *E bWpa rake; to plow 

~N gen to follow, heel 
ft!( tU sit cross-legged Radical: )t 
Jfflij beng to jump, bounce ~ nian to pursue 

r& jiao to wrestle to follow 

~§ 
,, 

to run pao 

film fan paws of an animal Radical:~ 

~ 
. "' to bend down ~JJ sheng sisters' children JU 

Radical: ~ Radical: rtJ 

ID: 
v 

musical instrument e giio women's cap yu 

Jj"( gong to attack l!J.R zhang a tent 
. ' to imitate rm .... 

hat ~ x1ao mao 

i& zheng politics ~ fan a banner 

~ ' rPt ' a curtain gu reason, cause man 
fjj_ fang to loosen, to let go 

Radical:~ 

Radical: im WF zuo/cu vinegar 

M 
., 

irregular teeth w / 
strong liquor yu mmg 

~ lfng front teeth, age gr dmg intoxicated 

& gil to deal in spirit 
Radical: 4 u y1 to cure, doctor 

tf Zl female cow ~ 
.. , 

to sacrifice JlaO 

tt sheng cattle ~M 11 dregs of wine 

t£i 
v 

male cow, a bull gu 
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Radical: :iJ Radical:* 

fft: an saddle ~ hen to run away 

re ha target 
Radical: 15 

Radical: 1J flt} y1 gracefully waving 

J;}] merit, good results -n~ 
/ 

banner gong mao 
g v 

to strive ~ fan a funeral banner nu 

Radical: § _,, Radical: j::_ 

~ gong to offer as tribute ~ YI Alas! Ah! 

~ zhang a bill ~ qt to cheat 

~ -· to give gai 

~ ran to trade, sell Radical: ffi 

~* 
. / 

to bribe ~ 
/ colouring of clouds qm wen 

'.@ bao hail 

Procedures: 

I. Review all phonetic stems, L: ,~NE.-13--T ~ ~P]~ q:i iJ3(1'f~xI*5.?:ii 
~~~M~T~mm~¥~~~~~*~~3~&&•~~~~ 
**~ @l '§ l'...•B~Jig2:i~~~%'§'=!=~JR,@, ~~m:s:KfrJg;tt~ 
0*~15*~ ~w:m= 1iJrlr ~ n. 

Review characters containing radicals, 7J±A.D 1J:.. B rlr h1C,' -=F 3i 7\. V<_ 7_j( * 
11" 7f: 7G §.( !Ji~.$~* 1R ~l_ a 3z ]$[ ,~ ffe."~ :0 D· 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals: JE ® L:f:: * fE: ~rfl@:!Jj] )(:_ 
~*15!X..ffi· 

1. Introduce the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says "irregular 
teeth", and the students answer " the character has the radical ® (teeth)". 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "irregular teeth", and 
pronounce the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 



LESSON PLAN E-14 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
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Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, ,£E_ ®.tf:-*AE:~rtJ~ 

J¥:tJJtk ::1JJ;:m~. 
To teach characters containing radicals, EB Ji) ES f5 81\ ~ 

Bj ~ 5<. JT\ JL i~~ it *Pw· 
Teaching Materials: Lesson 10 in the Control Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 10 
Radical: EB 
!BJ ding 

' 18* pan 

Radical: Ji 
~ liang 

Radical: T 
Ji 11 

Radical: ES 
~~ jiao 
f~ zh~ 
~m deng 
rim dan 
~ li' 

Radical: P 
' 

~t zuo 

~ gai 
~R ban 
~15 fang 

Radical: a 
ax jiao 

path between fields 
a path dividing fields 

ghost 

the thousandth part 
of a Chinese foot 

outer suburb 
flourishing 
a last name 
name of a place 
name of a place 

steps leading to the 
eastern door 
a grade, ledge 
slope, hillside 
to guard 

bright 

Radical: )\ 

~ zhi' to suffocate 

~ ke a hole, nest 

Radical: ~ 

1t5 kii skeleton 

~ ke thigh-bone 

t~ hai bones of the body 

Radical: Bj 
~ 

/ 

excellent, popular ~ mao 

• huan to dress hair in a 
knot 

ff 
- to loose, to let go u song 

Radical: ~ 
/ 

antelope ~ lmg 

Radical: )(_ 

~ ba father 

Radical: )1\ 

~ 
/ 

to crawl, creep pa 

Radical: JL 
~ deng stool 
.rt... 
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Radical: ~~ Radical: 

wt fen to fly w. fen vapour, 
/ 

a feather atmosphere ~ lmg 

fi fan to upset, to open ii. hai helium, gas 

Radical: w Radical: * 
~ 

., 
to paint the face mf "' sugar, candy Jmg tang 

m Jmg the essence, fine 

Radical: it Radical: p 
~ fen a kind of mole m fang house, room 

Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, H. J!ILt-*jf:~rtJ~ JJ)Jffe!::k :/J.Xrri· 
Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals, EE ~r E. JS El/\ i'f~~ ~ 
X:. JTUL~~~ M *Fw· 

1. Introduce the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 

2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 
which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"skeleton",and the students answer" the character has the radical i'f· 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "skeleton", and pronounce 
the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 
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LESSON PLAN E-15 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing radicals, 7J± AD 17:. E3 w~ 

,c,,-¥ .:E :*: !)( 11< *1r1 %: JR Eir- ~~ ~ ~*1'.K~ ~ 
~.I~~' I~ ii D ,@~4=-*ft~rfJglf~:t.J~::k 1J 
~mrn*r~p~~*~~~mA~~*~~~. 

To teach characters containing radicals, m T t:§ ~ 5:W::W:F~F 

~ 37 ~~ ! ~ 3 JilJ2V J <~t=-ffi-=B J='T JmlIIl 1E · 

Teaching Materials: Lesson 11 in the Control Group Character Packet. 

Lesson 11 
Radical: ffi * zheng 

Radical: r 
*" nu 
~ hai 

Radical: t:§ 

~ 
5¥ 

"' nu 
da'n 

Radical: ~ 
~ ru 
m hui 
w fang 
1* lai 

Radical: gs 
m ru 

Radical: :W 
~ ru 

Radical:]{ 
~ ke 
*,i"i / 
~Jt yan 

to fight for 

children 
children 

cross bow 
bullet, a shot 

to return, repeat 
undecided 
similar to 
to induce to come 

to overturn, cover 

strong fragrance 

measure word for 
small round things 
colors 

~Ji 
~Ji 
~ 

llng 
htii 

' song 

Radical: F~ 
Iii huan 

Radical: F 
~ 

.,1 

JU 

Radical:~ 

f!j 
v 

gou 

Radical: ]7" 
~ dan 

Radical: ft 
'It lan 

Radical: ~ 
I! huang 

Radical: ) 
fr§ dian 

®: 
/ 

pao 

to lead, a collar 
the chin 
to praise 

a gate 

position 

old 

entirely, utmost 

to look at 

barley 

inn, shop 
a kitchen 
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Radical: J1l Radical: ]![ 

~ 
. / 

a gourd used as ladle ~ti di~ a dot, spot piao 

Radical: )$.I. Radical: J=l 

• piao to whirl, flutter Ii& ban blocks for 
printing edition 

Radical: =§ 

m ' restless Radical: Jm mao 

~ 
./ 

a globe, knob mt 
,/ 

fabulous animal. qm qi 
body of a deer. 

Radical: 'ft 
111 l{ to leave Radical: fill 

~ 

the crowing of a 
... ,/ 

abundant, to hold {iJfE gou ~ sheng/cheng 
pheasant 

Radical: fB-
Radical: (}\ 

little, few :Jr shao 
;' 

small boat for JlJt lmg 
passenger Radical: !} 

fang a large boat ' to listen ffijj IffJ lmg 

mm shan a small boat 
Radical: ~ 

~ 
v. 

various colors ca1 

Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing radicals, 7J±AD tJ:. B [l_j ~'L' -=f- ~ jt )( 1Jcf;;: 
'rt %: 7f\ El r- ~~ ER ~ * IX. ~ Li::l ~ ~ ,~ ffe,, ,~ E D · JE ~ 4- * :fl§: 
~rfJ gm$ :h~* ti!A ITTEB *r E.~ 81\ ~~~ ~X:JT\JL~~~fff~*FN· 

Characters are reviewed following step II. 2--3 

II. Teach characters containing the following radicals, JT\.-T J:3 q f§WJ!F~F :r;37 
~ ~r~ ~ mm1J\:E1=fB-=BJ=lJmilll'ft· 

1. Introduce the pronunciation and the meaning of the radicals. 
2. The teacher says one character in its English definition, and let students say 

which radical the character contains. For example, the teacher says 
"strong fragrance", and the students answer" the character has the radical W· 

3. Then students find the character that has the meaning "fragrance", and 
pronounce the character. 

4. This keeps going until students are familar with the radicals, and can make their 
judgement quickly and accurately. 



LESSON PLAN E-16 

Class: First-year Chinese class at the university. 
Time: 30 minutes 
Teaching Objective: To review characters containing all phonetic stems. 

Teaching Materials: Big pieces of white paper, colored markers. 

Procedures: 

I. Review characters containing all phonetic stems. 

II. Prepare material for activity: 

1. Choose 10 to 15 characters containing at least 5 phonetic stems. 
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2. Write the characters on the paper randomly (to avoid putting characters 
with he same phonetic stems too close to each other). Make several 
pieces of paper. 

3. Prepare same number of colored markers as the paper. 

III. Activity: 

1. Put students in pairs. 
2. Give each pair of students a piece of paper written with characters and a 

colored marker. 
3. Students group characters containing the same phonetic stem together by 

drawing lines between them. 
4. Students hold the paper in front of the class, explain how they group 

characters and why, and pronounce the characters. 
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